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EXECUTIVE SWRY

Background

Flight tests of the Intermittent Positive Control (IPC) system have

examined the performance of an automted collision avoidance system in a

realistic flying environment. These tests were conducted for the Federal

Aviation ‘Administration at the M.1.T. Lincoln Laboratory using an experimental

DABS sensor for surveillance and data link, and using IPC computer algorithms

provided by the MITRE/METREK Corporation. The tests had two principal objec-

tives: 1) to characterize the performance of the IPC computer algorithms, and

2) to detemine the mnner in which’ pilots are able to utilize the services

provided by the IPC system. The test program was organized in a manner that

permitted design iterations to proceed during testing: Test results were

reported to an IPC Engineering Coordination Group and algorithm modifications

originating within that group as a result of test findings were returned to

Lincoln Laboratory for testing.

This smmary servea as a brief statement of test results, conclusions,

and recomendat ions. Detail in support of this su-ry is contained in the

body of the report and in

Algorithm Validation

Algorithm validation

its appendices .

testing sought to characterize the ability of the

IPC algorithm to issue comands which assured safe separation between aircraft,

1



The behavior of the IPC system was compared to the qualitative descriptions of

IPC . These descriptions have been publiehed in the form of etandard encounter

in which threat development and pilot responsee follow prescribed patterns.

The principal characteristic of theee nominal encounter are that they in-

volve two aircraft with eimilar speede, bOth equiep,ed for and fully reepOneive

to IPC comands, with neither accelerating as the conflict develops. Flight

teet reeulte indicate that for such nominal encounter IPC conaietently detecte

and reeolves the preeented collieion hazard. The only significant eafety

problem with regard to nominal encounters waa a tendency for some encounter

to teminate in a potential hazard’iri which a return-to-course executed to

recover the original heading could have precipitated a eecond collieion hazard

woree than the original.

Non-nominal encounter are thoee which violate one or more of the etandard

conditions. They may involve aircraft of greatly dissimilar speada, accelera-

tion during conflict development, one aircraft unequipped, et,c. Flight teeta

indicated that for non-nominal encounters, IPC performance could be very

inconsistent. Collision avoidance comanda could be late, ineffective, or

even detrimental to safety. Particular difficulties were observed in accele-

rating encounters in which the rapidly changing geometry of the conflict often

resulted in the eystem iaeuing commanda which decreaeed rather than Increaeed

eaparation. Since pilots are typically not aware of the encounter attribute

which produce resolution clifficulties (e.g., the other aircraft unequipped,

uncommanded, or in a pre-existing maneuver) , pilot confidence in tha overall

ayetem can eaaily be undemined by flying a non-nominal encounter and

obeerving tha resulting IPC-generated commands.

2



A detailed analysis of the conflict avoidance logic has revealed that

there are several basic and interrelated causes for the observed limitations

of IPC effectiveness. hong the significant conclusions are the following:

Some

The IPC logic does not properly analyze

way that considers all factors critical

decisions.

aircraft trajectories in a

to inking correct resolution

Excessive or counterproductive turns often result from the lack of

uplinking computed turn magnitudes (currently turns are continued

as long as the tracked collision parameters exceed detection

thresholds) .

The inability to

from the attempt

,, .

resolve accelerating encounters

to achieve a lower system alarm

action until a tine-critical collision

tracking.

of the performance limitations are due

system concept, while others are associated with

hazard is

results principally

rate by deferring

confimed by

to limitations imposed

the specific algorithm

by the

imple-

mentation. None of the observed major problems is likely to be resolved by

modifying a single section of the algorithm or by varying algorithm parameters

within the constraints of the existing logic. The algorithm and system

concept must be altered in a fundamental manner (see fOllOwing recOmendatiOns) .

Subject Pilot Test Results

The PWI service of IPC was favorably received by subject pilots as an aid

to VFR flight. Analysis of test data”revealed that use of PWI resulted in a

marked improvement in the ability of.pilots to visually acquire approaching

3



threats. There appear to be no major logic issues concerning PWI, although a

need for augmenting information given to aid pilots in avoiding blunders

in the period before visual acquisition ie indicated.

It became apparent eerly in the aubject pilot testing that a complete

assessment of pilot response to IPC commands required an understanding of how

pilote who were uninfluenced by commands resolved conflicts by purely vieual

means, For this reaaon a emall eubaet of the pilots was randomly selected

to participate in an exercise during which PWI was provided for aiding visual

acquisition, but commands were not provided. In these PWI-only tests the

pilote were instructed to take evasive actions only when they felt the situa-

tion warranted, The meet significant findings of these experiment involves

the dependence of perceived urgency and threet level upOn the ViSUal evaluation

capability at a given time. After visual evaluation, pilots typically approached

similar general aviation aircraft far closer than any radar-based system could

permit without alarm (less than 200 feet vertically and lese than 1500 feet

horizontally) . Such proximity is accepted becauee as the aircraft approach

cloeer, the pilot is better able to discern any existing components of miss

and to chooee euitable maneuvers if required. Visually motivated maneuvers

were apparently undertaken to place aircraft on non-collision

tO allow maintenance of visual contact. No effort to achieve

conservative separation was evident.

courses and/or

/-
a predetermil~ed

In contrast with the results obeerved when an adequate vieual evaluation

had been achieved, a tendency for early reaction wae exhibited by the same

pilots in encounters with little or no vieual information. Pilots with PWI

4
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indications in visually’ obstructed sectors tended to maneuver so as to locate

the indicated traffit, or, if PWI’s persisted without visual acquisition occur-

ring, to execute avoidance maneuvers based upon the ?WI information, Thus , it

can be inferred that pilots without visual information adequate for their om

evaluation of the situation are likely to be most receptive to suggestions ar

advice on conflict resolution. Conversely, pilots who are permitted to

approach within the domain of see-and-avoid will undoubtedly be reluctant to

make major .concessio.ns.to an automated system.

These insights into visual avoidance behavior were reinforced by pilot

reactions to

had.~a.rquired

becacse. they

the..IPC :system .comands.,. Positive..commands generatedaf.ter pilots

adequate visual information were often unfavorably received, either ~

were viewed..as unsafe (e.g.:,.inwong direct *On or eliminated

visual contact) or were clearly unnecessary. On the other hand,””:pilotswere

generally receptive to.comands which came prior to visual acquisition.

It”was discovered that the frequency of commands” is not the decisive

factor in determining the extent to which the pilot feels imposed upon by the

system. Of real importance are the magnitudes of the required perturbations

to the flight path and the peak workload induced by compliance and recovery.

% Negative comands were radically different from positive comands in this

r regard - normally they reduced the level of stress in the cockpit and did not

require the pilot to modify his desired flight path.

COnclusi.Ons

The observed benefits of PWI service and the success of the IPC system

in consistently resolving certain types of collision threats indicate that



ground based collision avoidance using the DABS surveillance and data link

is conceptually and technically feasible. But in order to achieve an accept-

able system design, the effectiveness of the IPC resolution logic must be

extended to cover a wider range of encounter situations and the system must

be made more compatible with the objectives and practices of its users.

Certain conclusions which are suggested by flight test experience run counter

to the conventional philosophy of collision avoidance system design. It is

concluded, for instance, that

It is not possible to design a reliable collision avoidance system

,’.,
which applies control only after an imminent collision hazard is

confirmed - at such a point the situation is often beyond control.

Abrupt assumption of control in the final seconds before closest

approach is incompatible with the training and temp,erment of pilots.

The later control is activated, the more likely are pilots who

have acquired visually to view comands as unnecessary or incorrect.

Furthermore, the high maneuver rates and large turn magnitudes,

required by such a strategy make commands unacceptably disruptive.

Avoidance strategies which ignore or override other flight objec-

tives or separation assurance techniques (e.g., ATC or visual

avoidance) may interfere with those techniques in a way that con-

siderably reduce the net safety benefits of the system.

Recommendations

Throughout this report many

performance in particular areas.

suggestions are presented for improving IPC

But convergence of the IPC design is unlikely



to be achieved through a mere addition to the existing logic of independent

fixes to local probleme. Inetead, a global strategy for system evaluation

muet be formulated. The remainder of Part I recommends directions for

eystem evolution which can result in an acceptable

Recommendations Regarding the System Concept

1. Provide more information to pilots prior

or mandatory commnds.

In the current logic no information

and implementable dasign.

to the need for urgent

concerning the hazards

created by maneuvering in particular directions is provided

until after a hazardous closure rate has been established... ,,

Often this is too late for effective comands. Pilots should

be informed whenever maneuvers would precipitate encounters

which the system might not be able to resolve.

More comprehensive and precise PWI information is needed

to allow pilots to make proper decisions prior to visual

evaluation. The first step in this direction ehould be to

provide more precise information concerning threat relative

altitude.

2. Recognize recovery encounters as a problem and attempt to issue

comands which will assure decisive resolution with a single sequence

of comands.

This strategy would avoid the excessive conflict durations

associated with multiple sequences of comands.

This strategy would aIso avoid the tendency of IPC to turn

straight and level encounters into maneuvering encounters.

?
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. ... .

3. Specify the required maneuver magnitud..s to the pilot.

Such specification reduces the required deviation from

intended course.

The resolution of multiple encounter and the ability of the

system to resolve a pair encounter without creating a secondary

encounter with a third aiqcraf t is facilitated. IPC can then

be extended to greater traffic deneities than would otherwise

be poeaible.

Pilote and controllers wieh to anticipate the effect comands

will have upon navigational objectives and other control objec-

tives. This is impossible to do if maneuver magnitudes are

unknom.

d. Turning aircraft past optimum escape headings and back into

conflict can be avoided.

4. Rasolve more encounter with minor heading changes at earlier lead

times.

Such comands are more acceptable to pilote than large magnitude

turns given at tbe last inetant. They are less likely to inter-

fere with visual search.

Disruption of structured traffic flow is minimized and there-

fore the ability of IPC to operate in conjunction with the

exieting ATC system is enhanced.

Resolution of multiple encounters or resolution of pair

encounters without creatiIlga secondary encounter with a third

aircraft is facilitated.

8
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5. Utilize additional information to enhance compatibility of IPC con-

trol with pilot objectives

Utilize the DABS data link to permit the pilot to accept

responsibility

has occurred.

likely produce

for visual separation when visual acquisition

Any system without this capability will very

unacceptable results in attempting to resolve

encounters involving VFR aircraft.

Consider the use of other information (e.g., flight destina-

tion, phase of flight, short-term intent, aircraft type/per-

formance, etc.) in order to enhance control compatibility. This
,’<.

may be required in order to extend IPC into airspace where

collision protection is most needed.

Recommendations Regarding the IPC Algorithmic Logic

1. Make conflict detection a function of the complete dynamics of the

encounter.

Start earlier for more difficult geometries and issue restric-

tive commnds earlier in geometries for which resolution success

is maneuver-sensitive.

2. Evaluate comand

The current

ineffective

effestiveness before command issuance.

logic sometimes issues commnds which are obviously

due to dynamic considerations. Valuable time may

be wasted before additional action is taken.

The algorithm’s evaluation of the resolution dynamics should

be complete enough to recognize obvious difficulties and to

9



issue initial comands which have high probability of being

adequate or at least not complicating subsequent control.

3. Allow the logic to issue “go straight” comands (e.g., maintain

heading) .

This is sometimes the only acceptable horizontal comand for

slower aircraft in conflict with a faster aircraft, It may

also be a required comand for the proper resolution of multiple

aircraft encounters.

4. Use staged resolution in all appropriate dynamic situations.

Most encounters can be resolved by maneuvering only one aircraft,

This is how collision hazards are normally averted today in

both VFR and IFR flight.

Staged resolution offers a potential for a significant reduction

in the rate of positive cownds in both VFR/VFR and IFR/IFR

encounters.

5. Develop a turn rate estimation capability and utilize this esti=te

in the resolution logic.

The current turn rate detection flag is not appropriate for this

application and cannot be used in the resolution logic.

Currently, resolution proceeds on the assumption that all air-

craft are flying straight at the time cotiands are selected.

Modification of the resolution strategy on the basis of

detected maneuvers will avoid many problems with the present

approach.

10



6.

?.

Utilize three-dimensional resolution ,tactics whenever appropriate.

Three dimensional logic offers a means of cleanly resolving

certain climbing/descending encounters which are otherwise

difficult to resolve.

Provide for explicit consideration of surveillance errors.

These errors are neither isotropic nor homogeneous.

Fixed algorithm thresholds are therefore inappropriate for

achieving safe separation with minimum disruption of normal

flight.

,..,

11
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Test Objectives

Flight tests of the Intermittent Positive Control (IPC) collision

avoidance system were conducted at the M.1.T. LincOln LabOratOrY between

October 1974 and February 1977. The objective of the teets were twofold:

to validate the IPC algorithm design by determining that it provided

acceptable performance, and to evaluate the ability of typical general avi-

ation pilots to utilize the services provided by the eyatem.

The IPC concept subjected to teet was developed jointly by FAA/OSEM and

the MITRE/METREK Corporation. Refererice 1 describes the baeic elements of

this concept. Computer algorithms were develOped first fOr eingle DABS sensOra

(Ref. 2) and later extended to include cooperation among several sensors

(Ref. 3). The single-censor algorithms teeted during the IpC flight teats

can be viewed aa a aubaet of the multisite algorithms.

Flight testing wae carried out in

(Ref, 4) which emphasized the need for

pilot teete.

accordance with a Flight Test Plan ,

both algorithm validation and aubject

In an effort to achieve meaningful and comprehensive reaulte, an

iterative teeting method was adopted. Teet procedure and the eyetem

design were modified in reaponee to tact experience and the mOdificatione

subjected to further testing. Teet reeults were reported frequently to the

IPC engineering coordination group which included representatives from M.1.T

Lincoln Labo~~tO~y, FAA/SKDS, FAA/NAFEC, and MITW/MET~K. AlgOrithm mOdifi- 1

I
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cations were normally developed by MITRE/METREK for submission to the

group. Interim flight test results, including initial validation experi-

ence, were reported in Ref. 5. The present report includes an overview of

all testing, an analytic perspective on validation results and an overall

assessment of the viability of the IPC concept.

1.2 Organization of the Report

for

The

A summary of those features of the IPC concept which are most important

understanding the significance of test results ia provided in Section 2.

success of the test program required development of a comprehensive testing

capability including hardware elements, software elements, test procedures,

, .,
and data analysis techniques. Many near miss encounters were required to

fully exercise the IPC logic and to test modifications. An overview of the

test bed facilities and the scope of the test activities is provided in

Section 3. The presentation of flight test data has been divided into two

parts: algorithm validation and pilot response analysis. The algorithm vali-

dation section (Section 4) discusses the ability of IPC to utilize DASS ‘data

to determine aircraft trajectories and the ability of the logic to issue

instructions which achieve the system control

utilization section (Section 5) discusses the

utilize IPC services and the acceptability of

pilot’s point of view.

13
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In order to understand the behavior of the IPC system, an analytical

tschniqus for the analysie of aircraft relative motion was developed, This

technique is described in Appendix A and is freely used in this report to

interpret test results. It ia recommended that the reader ‘desiriag an in-depth

understanding of flight teat results familiarize himself with this appendix

before reading Section 4 and refer back to the appendix as needed to !~nderstand

the analysis techniques being applied to particular..problems. Appendix B”con-

ta.in.sa compilation of subject pilot responses to post-flight questionnaire.

Appendix C consists of a number of examplee of flight test encounters which

illustrate ce=tain phenomena..diacussed in the text,
, .,

14
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTED IPC SYSTEM

2.1 The IPC Concept

Most of the IPC flight testing and data analysis was directed toward

deterr,,iningwhether or not the system performed as intended. For this

reason it is necessary to understand the fundamental features of the IPC

concept. in order to judge the significance “of teat results. The IPC concept

is best described by giving a description of how the system is intended to be

used and how it is intended to perform. The concept documentation references

for IPC (Refs. 1, 2, and 6) rely heavily upon scenarios and qualitative descrip-

tions of how the system will be exp:,r:enced by the pilot. A quantitative

formulation of IPC performance goals cannot be derived from this concept

documentation in any straightforward manner. But the motivations for significant

design features can generally be found.

are based upon explicit instructions to

react to the various IPC messages, much

Since several aspects of the design

the pilot concerning how he should

of the concept validity is dependent

upon the ability and willingness of pilots to fly the system “by the book”.

A discussion of test results in this area is provided in Section 5. It

should be kept in mind that the following description of IPC describes

%
only how the system in intended to perfom - actual performance observed in

flight tests will be discussed later. For a more detailed description of

the IPC concept the reader is referred to the referenced documents.

The

aircraft

IPC system is capable of providing two basic types of service to

which are equipped with altitude reporting (Mode C) DABS transponders

15
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and an IPC display. First, the pilot is assisted by means of a pilot warning

instrument or PWI* in the visual acquisition of nearby traffic.

Second, pilots receive IPC commands which specify maneuvers to be under-

taken to resolve conflict situations. PWI service and resolution service are

normally provided concurrently through a common display. Options for a PWI-Only

service and for PWI warnings against non-Mode C aircraft are mentioned (Ref.

I, pp. 2-25) , but no design for such options has been docmented.

2.1.1 PWI

The IPC display (Fig. 2-1) contains a ring of 36 PWI lights. Three lights

are located at each of 12 clock positions .-’The clock position indicates the

relative bearing of the traffic. The central light at each clock position

is used for traffic that is within ~ 500 feet of own altitude. The upper and

lower lights indicate traffic which is abOve Or belOw the cO-altitude band but

within 2000 feet of ow altitude.

PWI indications are intended to assist the pilot in visually acquiring

proximate traffic. They are not intended to provide enough information for

selection of avoidance maneuvers and are not to be used for such purposes

by pilots (Ref. 6, P. 7). ho types of PWI are possible. The ordinary

PWI (OPWI) takes the form of a steady light at the appropriate position.

The OPWI indicates traffic which are not of immediate concern (Ref. 1,

p. 2-1) and thus the OPWI does not require the

*
A PWI is sometimes referred to as a proxtiity

imediate attention of the

warning indicator.
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pilot. For this

(Ref. 6, p. 6).

reason the OPWI need not be accompanied by an audio alert

However, the pilot is expected to check for the presence of an

OPWI before initiating any maneuver. If traffic is indicated in the direction

of his intended maneuver, the pilot should attempt to acquire it (Ref. 1,

p. 2-6) . If the pilot fails to acquire the indicated traffic he may maneuver

.
as he sees fit (Ref. 5, p. 7) .

The flashing PWI (FPWI) is issued when aircraft are

collision courses (Ref. 6, p. 8). It requires imediate

on direct or near

pilot attention and

is accompanied by an audio alarm. The pilot should acquire the indicated
, ...

traffic as soon as possible. After visual acquisition, the pilot may initiate

any evasive maneuver he deems appropriate (Ref. 6, P. 8). It is intended

that a reasonable period of time be provided for pilots

collision hazard before IPC comands appear (Ref. 1, P

pilots to maneuver according to their om wishes rather

to maneuver by the system. If the pilot chooses not to

to resolve the

2-9) . This enables

than being told how

maneuver, the FPWI

will at least prepare him for prompt execution of any commands which appear

(Ref. 7, p. 2-3).

2.1.2 Comands

ho types of IPC comands are possible: negative (“don’t“) comands and

positive (“do”) commands. Negative comands are displayed by lighting a red

“X” at

tions.

the position corresponding to one of the

They instruct the pilot not to wneuver

four possible maneuver direc-

in the indicated direction.
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They are issued when current aircraft trajectories are safe but a maneuver

by either pilot would create an imediate collision threat and lead to an

immediate positive comand (Ref. 1, P 2-9) . Positive comands are displayed

by lighting a green arrow. They are issued when a conflict has become critical

and actions are required immediately to assure safety (Ref. 1, p. 2-8) .

They are selected to achieve the greatest physical separation between aircraft

(Ref. 1, p. 2-8). They are also selected to provide maximum separation even

if one of the aircraft fails to respond (Ref. 1, p. 2-24) . The co~nd

may not be consistent with pilot desires, but the urgency of the collision

threat justifies overriding his concerns (Ref.

, ,.
individual posit ive comnds may inconvenience

be low enough to prevent serious disruption of

1, p. 2-8). Even though

the pilot, their frequency will

his total flight objectives

(Ref. 1, p. 2-8). In order to achieve a low comand rate, comands are

delayed as long as possible in order to allow additional time for the situa-

tion ro resolve itself without IPC intervention (Ref. 1, p, 2-8) .

When a positive comand is received the pilot should begin executing it

immediately whether he has seen the traffic or not (Ref. 6, p. 12). He should

then push the acknowledgement button to indicate that the message has been

received. The

command s~bol

bank and climb

pilot should maneuver in the indicated direction until the

is extinguished. He should turn with at least 20 degrees of

or descend with a rate of at least 1000 feet per minute (if

possible) . Higher rates of maneuver will provide an extra margin of

(Ref. 6, p. 12-14). Commands are mandatory. IFR pilots must comply

safety

with
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cmmand!> even if it means deviating from their clearance (Ref. 6, p. 18) . If

a pilot calln<>tcomply fllllywith a command to maneuver in a certain direction

(e.g., if he ia VFR and the maneuver would carry him into a cloud), then he

ehould comply to the extent practicable. lle is free to maneuver in any

maneuver plane i[lwhich comande do Ilotexist, but he should not attempt to

resolve the hazard by maneuvering in a direction opposite to existing commands
.

(Ref. 6, p. 1.5). To emphasize that a pilot should not

,1,,in the position ollpoeltea positiva command, a red X

vialedwhenever a green arrow appears.

2.1,3 ATC Interface
, .,

maneuver contrary to

the green arrow is pro-

In encounters involving one or more controlled aircraft, the air traffic

controller who ia responsible for the controlled aircraft la alerted to the

poseible collision at a tau value of 120 aecnnds. This l.ontrOller alert w1ll

generally appear before any IPC meseages have been sent to the aircraft,

although in caeee of low closure rate nrdinary PWI may have ulready been issued

(Ref. ], p. 2-12). IPC thresholds fur IFR and VFR aircraft differ so th;!tin

IFR/VFR .encollntersthe VFR aircraft res[llvee (omrnanda flret so that the erl-

counter can he resolved by hia maneuver <]lone. The IFR aircr~lft rarely

receivee either positive or negative commands IIIeuch cases (Ref. 1.,p. 2-25) .

The controller is notified of all comma!lds iss(!edto or issued because of

aircraft under hia control. Any commands requ [red for an IFR aircraft

equipped only wiLh a Mode-C ATCRBS transponder can be d Leplayed to the

20



controller and relayed on the voice channel (Ref. 1, P. 2-26) . IPC thresholds

are such that positi.~e commands are not generated unless .Jiolation of ATC

standards has already occurred or is virtually certain to occur. It is not

the intention of IPC to prevent violation of IFR separation standards (Ref.

1, p. 2-19). No specific provision is made for cancellation of commands by

the controller or for other controller interaction with the algorithmic logic.

The controll~r can generally avoid IPC comands between two controlled

aircraft by simply maintaining norml ATC separation standards (Ref. 1, p. 2-19)..

2.2 The IPC Test Bed Algorithm

The presentation of test results requi~es frequent reference to particular

sections of. the IPC computer algor.it.hm. Althou.gk changes to the algorithm

were mad2 during :testir,g (see Section 3.3), the basic structure of the

al.gor.it.hmwas not significantly altered. The..data inputs”to the algorithm:

are the DABS position reports and DWS dowli.nk messages. ...Thebas<c strut-

ture of the logic is exhibited in Table 2.1””i“othe ordef in”which 10gi.!mOdules

are normally entered in processing a single encounter on a given scan.

All Mode-C equipped aircraft are tracked and subjected to coarse screen-

ing. Aircraft pairs which are identified by coarse screening are subjected to

detection. The detection logic determines the types of IPC messages (controller

alerts, OPWI, FPWI, or co~nds) which are justified by the current trajectories.

If comands are reqtiested, a record of IPC activity is begun and carried from

scan .toscan. The resolution logic generates and updates IPC commands. The

actions of the resolution logic depend upon previous algorithm states as well

21



as the output of the detection logic. The resolution processing is done in a

strictly pairwise manner - each pair of aircraft is fully processed before the

next pair is considered.’

,,..
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.TABLE 2-1

------.. ----------
ALGUK1’rW SEC’ILUN FUN U1lUN

racking Estimate current aircraft positions and
velocities.

oarse Screening Identify all pairs of aircraft which may
pose potential hazard to each other.

hreshold Selection Select tau and miss distance thresholds to
be used for a particular pair of aircraft.

etection Filter Determine whether PWI or comanda should b<
sent to each aircraft. Determine whether
‘OtiI or FPWI is required. Determine
whether controller alert is to be sent.

esolution

2/3 Logic* Decide if command request ia persistent
(2 out of 3 scana) .

Command Selection Logic Determine plane and directions of comands

Positive/Negative Transi- Transition from positive to negative com-
tion Logic nands and vice-versa.

Cornpliance Logic Determine if VFR aircraft is in compliance
and alter strategy if not.

Achowledgement Logic Determine if aircraft have acbowledged
commands and issue additional commands
if not.

*
Although it is structurally part of the resolution logic, the 2/3 logic is
functionally an extension of the detection filtering criteria.
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3. FLIGHT TEST OVERVI~

The IPC flight test plan (Ref. 4) contains descriptions of the basic test

facilities and test methodology. Section 3.1 and 3.2 which follow present a

brief review and update of those descriptions. Section 3.3 presants a summary

of flight test activities and documentation.

3.1 ‘Test Facilities .

The IPC flight tests were conducted at the Discrete Address Beacon System

Expertiental Facility (DABSEF) operated by M.1.T. Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington,

Masaachueetts,

3.1.1 Ground Facilities ,‘.

DABSEF containe an experimental DABS monopulee sensor which provides DABS

and ATCRBS surveillance reports at an update rate of once every four seconds.

The IPC algorithms reside in the DABS sensor real time control computer, a

systems Engineering Laboratories SEL-86 (Fig. 3-1) . During each mission,

surveillance reports are displayed upon a ~X-42 traffic situatiOn display

(Fig. 3-2) . Two cockpit display monitors, identical to the IPC display units

mounted in the aircraft, dieplay the IPC messagee for the current scan. IPC

algorithm computations’ are simultaneously displayed upon a CRT conflict display.

An intercept control algorithm resident in the SEL-86 provides intercept

information to the test aircraft cockpit via the DABS uplink, and is also

presented alphanumerically on the SEL real time display. All significant

DABS/IPC link activity and algorithm computation are recorded on magnetic

tape for post-flight analysis, and all voice communications with the pilots
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Fig.3-1. IPC test bed facility at the D~S Experimental Facility
(DaSEF).



Fig.3-2. Operator stations in D~SEF Wssion Control born.
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are recorded on audio tape. This audio tape can be synchronized later with a

playback of the digital data tapes in order to recreate the control room situa-

tions observed during the mission.

3.1.2 Test Aircraft

The test program utilized primarily single engine general aviation aircraft*.

A Cherokee Six or a Beech Bonanza F-33 was employed as the interceptor aircraft.

A Cherokee 180 or Cessna 172 was normally used as a drone. The higher available

speed of the interceptor aircraft allowed it to more readily achieve posi-

tions required for successful intercepts. Many of the subject pilots were
, ..

unfamiliar with the constant speed/variable pitch propeller of the Cherokee

Six and were more comfortable flying the lower performance aircraft.

The test aircraft were equipped with a DABS transponder, an IPC display and

a standard ATCRBS transponder (Fig. 3-3) . RNAV was installed so that the planned

intercepts could be conducted at selected waypoints independent of the VOR and

Victor route airways. The VHF communication system was modified to allow inde-

pendent transmitlreceive operations at either the pilot or co-pilot positions.

An alphanumeric display was installed to provide the interceptor with intercept

information as computed by a special purpose intercept control algorithm. The

intercept technique developed for use with this display is discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2. The test “aircraft were also instrumented to downlink on the DABS

data link certain aircraft attitude information from special on-board sensors.

I

*
A Lockheed C-140 Jet Star was utilized in a single mission to investigate
the feasibility of conducting higher speed intercepts.
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Fig.3-3. Cherokee Sk cockpit as configured for IPC flight tests.
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The equipment which permitted downlinking this information was called the

Readout of Aircraft State (RAS) system. The special DABS avionics package is

sketched in Fig. 3-4. Aircraft were equipped with strobe lights which were

operative at all times.

3.1.2.1 Data Reduction Capabilities

A set of software analysis routines (Fig. 3-5) are used following a mission

to process the recorded data in order to produce plots and tabulated results

for each conflict situation. These outputs are available after a mission and

are used in debriefing the pi,lots. Mission data aumaries are compiled to pro-

vide a record of each encounter fl?~ on a scan by scan basis. The data base

capability provides for the storage and retrieval of selected information

on each encounter. Data is available for all encounters flow during the

flight test program. The data includes information on pilot history, mission

log, tracking and IPC algorithm variable values during an encounter. The

data may be plotted on a CRT graphics teminal and retained as hard-copy

output .

test

with

3.2 Test Methodology

3.2.1 IPC Flight Test Missions

Three types of IPC flight test missions were flow. Missions involving

pilots flying both test aircraft were scheduled to exercise IPC logic

pre-determined approach paths and pilot responses. These missions were

designated validation missions. They provided valuable insight into the be-

havior of the logic and allowed investigation of many logic problem areas in

which testing with subject pilots was not advisable. The validation tests
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were the pritlcipalbasis of the IPC flight test interim report

Lat= tests involving a wide cross eection of general aviation

(Ref. 5).

pilots were

scheduled to determine pilot reaction to IPC. In addition to the normal

data gathering mission, IPC demonstration missions were scheduled on an ad hoc

basis for aviation community visitors who were concerned with IPC development

and implementation, Theee individuals aither piloted the drone (while accom-

panied”by.,a.teet pilot) or flew as observars. These missions gener.slly ~~~

utilised an abbreviated flight plan. Encounters planned for these missions

were typically those

Each IPC flight

encounters involving

fozwhich IPC”behavior was fully underateod.

test mission.cotiisted of a number of planned near-iss ~

the two testaircraft. TWO missions per week of two

hour duration wereacheduled. Subject pilot encounter were scheduled to occur

at an average rate of Once..every.lO minutes.. During validation miealone; where

pilotreactfon wae..notthe primeobjective., .encountera were flown at the rate

of one every 5 minutes; Random unplanned encounters between oneor both of,””

the test aircraft occurred occasionally due to itinerant ATCRBS Mods C air-

craft in the test area.

3.2.3 Encounter Planning and Intercept Control

The ability to control the characteristics of IPC encounters wae required

in order to enaura teeting of a variety of encounter situations and to ef-

ficiently reproduce situations for which a greater quantity of data was

deeired. Certain variables were either not under test control or could not

readily be included in test planning. Table 3-1 lists planned and unplanned
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TABLE 3-1

~PC ENCOUNTER VARIAB~

P1anneal: Unplannea:

Flight rules (IFR,VFR) Subject pilot response

Equipment (DASS, ATCRSS) Itinerant ATCRBS traffic

Ai!craft type (high wing, low wing) Visibility

Speeds

Crossing Angle

Miss Distance

Approach Type (straight & level,

turning, c1imbing,

descending)

Test pilot response

TABLE 3-2

IPC FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM STATISTICS

NARCH 1975 - FEBRUARY 1977

Validation 61 Test 5

Demonstrqtion 20 Demons tration 17

Subject pilot 43 Subject 57

ENCOUNTERS 1603 Total

Planned 1419

Unplanned ~a4
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encouter variables. It should be noted that when aircraft were designated

as IFR, they were in reality being flown as VFR by a test pilot and were

not under control by an ATC facility.

as if they were truly IFR.

The IPC algorithm however treated them

that the degree of precision requiredIt was found early in the testing

in order to conduct intercept which consistently resulted in near-mise

approaches wae not eeaily obtainable, One reaeon for this ia that it is

unacceptable for aircraft to continue to make course correction until IPC

comands appear since these corrections induce tracking lag and do not allow

characterization of IPC performance for typical non-turning encounters. To

test non-turning performance, aircraft must be stabilized on appropriate

courees several scans before the IPC logic begins to alarm. Navigation by

landmarks or VOR’s proved inadequate to achieve the desired intercept pre-

cision. A control procedure was adopted which required the drone to fly a

given path while the interceptor was provided intercept data based upon D@S

position reports. This data included the drone altitude, relative bearing,

and the heading correction required to achieve a zero miss distance intercept.

This information waa transmitted automatically over the DMS data link and
%

displayed to the interceptor pilot on an alphanumeric intercept control dis-

play. This control technique proved to .be highly effective.

3.2.4 subject Pilot MethOdOlOgY

In order to obtain valid ineight into pilot responsa to IPC, a variety

of general aviation pilots were eelected to serve as teat subjects. The DOT
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Transportation Systems Centar providad a list of pilots who had served aa sub-

jects in a previous simulation study of PWI. This list was augmented by other

pilots referred by various sources. A few pilots were air carrier or military

professionals who flew general aviation aircraft only for pleaaure. Selected

pilots who accepted the invitation to participate were given an indoctrination

lecture on IPC and the flight test program. They were given literature

prepared specifically for pilots (Ref. 6) . The literature covered the conduct

of the teats and the role the prospective subject pilot was expected to play.

Initially check flights in the instrumented test aircraft were given the sub-

jects to familiarize them with the aircraft, their expected duties and what
, .,

to expect from IPc. It was later decided these check flights were unnecessary

ao long as care was taken that pilots fly only aircraft types with which they

were familiar”. ho pilots were scheduled to fly on a given day. A pre-briefing

was given to review the literature distributed during the indoctrination

lecture. For most missions this briefing was conducted by the MITW Corpora-

tion representative who had authored tbe IPC Pilots Handbook (Ref. 6). An

IPC cockpit display was exercised with manually controlled inputs to familia-

rize the pilots with the visual and aural slams they would receive in the

cockpit. I

The typical subject pilot mission consisted of two separate flights. The

first involved one Subject pilot flying a high-wing aircraft for an hour. The

second

hour.

involved the other subject flying a low-wing aircraft for the next

The drone aircraft piloted by a subject always carried a test pilot in
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the right seat. The interceptor was flows by a test pilot with an

observer in the right seat. The encounters flown were selected to provide

the subject pilot with a range of typical conflict conditions. The eubject

pilot’ a workload was comparable to the normal workload except for the addition

of the IPC display functions. The subject flew a pre-briefed course, changing

headinge and altitudea according to a pre-arranged plan. A monitor on the
.

ground was in voice contact with the subject recording commente and reaction to

each of the IPC atimulae. The eubject was encouraged to discuss each situation

throughout tbe encounter. Thie aided the pilot later in recalling each en-

counter

used at

head-on

since hia memory could be st;y:lated by the phrases and description

the time of the event. Aa one subject pilot returned to base, a

intercept with the other subject aircraft wae ueually staged without

either subject pilot being forwarned. Following each mieeion the pilots were

debriefed. They were encouraged to expand on their airborne comments and

diecuss each situation in detail. Plote and data for each encounter were

ueed ae needed to refresh the pilot’s memory and clarify comments. Pilots

were given questionnaires to fill out and return by mail in order to obtain

their final overall reaction to the IPC flight test experience.

3.3 Teat Activity Summary

3.3.1 Encounter Statistics

Over 80 pilots participated in the evaluation Of IpC.aa Fest ~

demonstration or eubject pilots (Table 3-2) . The 132 missions include over
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1600 conflict situations, About 10 percent of the encounters were unplanned,

occurring ae one or both of the teet aircraft encountered itinerant ATCRBS

aircraft.

It was important to explore in the flight’ teet program the impact ‘that

varying transponder equipage and flight rulee had on the conflict resolution,

The algorithm aete threaholde and varies resolution atrategy on this baeie,

The majority of”planned encounters involved two DABS equipped aircraft (Fig, 3-6) ,

The unplanned encounters were of special interest since they were unstaged and

sometimes involved air carrier or military aircraft.

,. .,
3.3.2 IPC Algorithm Revisions

The IPC algorithm undewent a number of revisions during the two year

flight teat program (see Table 3-3) . These revisions took the form of changes

to the logic to correct faults which prevented the logic from functioning

as specified by the IPC concept (ex. M-S1, M-S12, and M-S15) . Some revisions

were intended to resolve design problems identified during flight testiqg

(ex. M-S7, L-S1, and L-s2) . None of these revieione constituted a fundamental

chang”ein the orginal concept or design, The number of missions flown with

each version is indicated in Table 3-4.
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TDLE 3-3

REVISIONS OF TRE IPC TEST BED ALGORIT~

Algorithm Test Change MajorRevfsions
Version Algorithm Proposal Incorporatedin Version

DesigMtiOn Designation

o LTAC-O None (initialshakdow version)

1 LTAC-1 Linkedlistcoarsescreeningtechnique.

Minimw 2 mileFWI rangethresholdto
alleviatewindeffectson threshold.

DOT testto dropcommandssooner.

Modifiedta” (TR)to achie”emore
uniformrateof taudecrease.

Co-rid selectionRmleC to a“oid
ineffeetiveRuleA comanda., .,

Separatemaximumfirmnesslevelfor
verticaltrackingto increaserespon-
sivenessof tracker.

2 LTAC-2 M-S1 Reducefalsealarms- unnecessary
comands, flashingPWI’sand controller
alerts.

M-S2 Eliminatecomands droppingbefore
resolutioncomplete.

M-S3 Comands computedfor lFRaircrafta“d
deliverydelayed.

M-S5 EliminateacknowledgmenttestforVFR
ATCBS.

3 LTAC-3 M-56 ReviseI~R/VFRlogicto reduceunaccep-
tablenumberof positivecomands to IF

M-S7 Reducenumberof positivecomands when
a verticalrateis present.

Eliminateverticalchaseproblemwith
hTC.RRSfh ARS enr. ”,,”te,s
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TABLE 3-3 (Continued)

Ilgorithm Test Change Wj or Revisions
Versions Algorithm Proposal Incorporatedin Version

Desixnatio”

4 LTAC-4 M-S12.

M-S15

M-S16

L-S1

L-S2

5 LTAC-5 FAA-m-744 ~
Rev 2 (single
.,,.“a..,..)

Reducen~ber of controller.alerts
forlFRIVFRe“co””te.rs.

Reduce“ndeeirablepositivecoma”ds
d=. toverticalvelocie,jicter.

Reducenumberof.positivecomands by
.,givingnegatives“heneversituation
dictates.

Provideadditionalcomand to..DtiSi“
DARS/ATC~S“henD&s doesnotacknow.
ledge.

Installgeneralpurposeaudioalarm,

Incorporated.allthtiprevious
revisionsin a singlevolume.

..—

,,
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TABLE 3-4

CLASSIFICATION OF IPC FLIGHT TEST MISSIONS

ULOWN WITH EACH VERSION OF ALGORITHM—

March 1975- February 1977

,, .. I Pc
Algorithm Subject Missions
Version Validation Demonstration Pilot Total

1“ 30 9 14 53

2 1 ‘1 3 5

3 7 4 8 19

4 9 8 18 35

5 13 4 1 18

60 26 44 130



4. AL(;ORITHM VALIDATION

The algorithm logic which evaluates collision threats and selects

avoidance messages is a critical element of the IPC design. This logic must

provide effective protection over a wide range of encounter situations. Its

success rate must be high, since pilot acceptance of the system will be

adversely affected if the logic fails to provide acceptable results in a

noticeable number of cases. In this section we will address the ability of the

IPC logic to achieve its stated control objectives of assuring safe separation

with minimum disruption of normal flight . Logic validation issues were

investigated primarily in flights involving test pilOts whO were instructed

to obey IPC comands. The tendency for the instructions of the IPC system

to conflict strongly with the desires of subject pilots, and the possible

compromise of the control strategy by the pilots’ refusal to comply, are

topics which are addressed in the section on pilot utilization (Section 5) .

The performance of the IPC system varies greatly with the dynamics of the

encounter. Diagnosis of this behavior and generalization from specific

encounters requires a sound understanding of collision avoidance dynamics.

This is especially trus when the question at hand involves two or three

dimensions rather than just oIle. For these reasons a technique for the

analysis of the relative motion of aircraft was developed and it has proven

to be very useful in

terminology employed

interpretation of teat results. An introduction to the

in the analysis ia provided in Figs. 4-1 and 4-2.
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RelativeMotion- The collisionavoidanceproblemIs formulatedLn termsof a

d~amic systemwhichdescribeshowaircraftmoverelativeto eachother.

StateVariables- Horizontalrelativemotionis describedin termsof fivestat

variables:horizontalrange(r)betweenaircraft,therelativebearing(Bl

a“d B2)of eachaircraftfromtheother,and theairspeeds(Vland V2) of each

aircrsft.Bearingis measuredpositiveclockwisefromthevelocityvector

of theaircraftof interest.It is expressedas a numberbeween-180°and

+180°. Thesevariablesaredepictedin Fig.4-2.

Normalization- For plottingpurposesit is convenientto expressdistances

as a fractionof rangeandvelocitiesas a fractionof VI (theairspeedof the

fasteraircraft). Timeswillbe ;x~ressedin unitsof r/Vi.

SpeedRatio- Thespeedratiois theratioof theairspeedof theslower

aircraftto thatof the faster. (e.g.,V2/V1).

NaturalMotion- Refersto the typeof motionwhichresultsfromunaccelerated

(rectilinear)flight.

(Signed)Miss?istance,m - Themissdistance,~, usedin lPC is theminimum

rangewhichwouldresultfrompurenaturalmotionprojectedforwardor back-

ward fzomthecurrenttine. For analyticalpurposesit is co””e”ientto de-

finea signedmissdistance,m, whosemagnitudeis thesameas MD, butwhose

signis positiveif therangevectoris rotatingclocktiseandnegativeif the

rangevectoris rotatingcountezclockwise.

ForcedMotion- Forcedmotionis the typeof motionwhichwouldresultfroman

insta”ta”eo”schangei“ heading(thusproducinga correspondingi“stantaneo”s

changein bearing). ln AppendixA it is shornthatactualaircrafttrajectory,

Fig. 4-1. Synopsis, relative motion analysis technique.
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r = RANGE

~1 = BEARING SEEN FROM AIRCRAFT 1

B; = BEARING SEEN FROM AIRCRAFT 2

V1 = AIRSPEED OF AIRCRAFT 1

V2 = AIRSPEEO QF,AIRCRAFT 2

‘2

AIRCRAFT 1

Fig.4-2. Variablea utilized itlrelative motion analysis.
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A more complete discussion of the technique is piovided in Appendix A, It iS

recommended that the reader desiring full understanding of the methods by which

IPC has been analyzed consult this appendix when necessary while

remainder of Section 4.

4.1 Trajectory Estimation “

Accurate estimates of aircraft positions and velocities are

order for a collision avoidance system to function effectively.

reading the

required in

rhe IPC

system bases its estimation of these trajectory variables upon DAHS position

reports which are received at the nominal rate of once every 4 seconds.

These reports provide the range and,azimuth of the aircraft relative to the

DABS sensor and provide the aircraft barometric altitude as encoded by the

aircraft altimeter. Higher derivatives of position (i.e., velocities and

accelerations) must be inferred from observation of the time history of posi-

tion reports. The portion of the algorithm which estimates aircraft

trajectories is called the IPC tracker. The finite DABS data rate and the,

inherent errors or uncertainties in the DABS position reports limit the

accuracy with which aircraft trajectories can be determined. A further

limitation arises because the tracker design must be based upon a simplified

model of aircraft dynamics. The IPC tracker is designed to minimize the effects

of random data errors and to accommodate typical aircraft dynamics. The

performance figures for horizontal tracking are largely based upon Ref. 11,

and the reader is referred to that document for further detail.
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4.1.1 Trajectory Estimation With Nominal Surveillance Quality

Q$scription of IPC Tracking Algorithm

The IPC tracking algorithm ia basically a low gain a-B tracker with a

detection and correction mechaniam. The low value of 6 (0.1) provides

heavy suppression of scan-to-scan measurement jitter during straight-line

flight . In order to prevent tha excessive heading lag which such keavy

smoothing would normally engender during ,turns, the turn correction mechaniam

adde heading correction which force the heading in the direction of detacted

turne. Turns are detected by noting deviations of aircraft reports from the

predicted flight path.

Nominal Tracking Performance , ,,.

The performance of the tracker depends upon (1) the nature of errors

in the position measurements, and (2) the acceleration Iliatoryof the air-

craft being tracked. The position measurement errors which are moat signifi-

cant to IPC are those which vary from ecan to scan and thue induce errore

in the velOCitY estimates. Nominal magnitudes of these errors at DABSEF

are approximately 15 feet (lo) in range and .05 degrees (Io) in azimuth, For

aircraft in straight line flight theee accuracies allow the current IPC tracker

to estimate heading with an error of 3 degrees (10) and speed with an error

of 2 knots [lo). These accuracies are more than adequate for collision

avoidance purposes.

The accuracy of heading estimates during turns is a function of aircraft

speed, ”turn rate, and the ability of the tracker to promptly and consistently

declare turns, At typical turn rates (3-5 deg/see), heading errors of 30 or

40 degrees are to be expected. The impact of theee errors upon IPC perform-

ance ia discuesed in Section 4.5.
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During a

turn rates of

total speed.

turn the tracker tends to underee,timate aircraft spaed, At

4-5 deglsec the speed error is typically 15% of the aircraft

Turn Detection Failure

In order to prevent false turn declarations due to jitter error in

position measurements, the turn detection thresholds are adjusted in accordance

*
with track firmness and expected cross-track measurement accuracy. At

longer ranges these thresholds may increase to a significant fraction of

the turn radii of slower aircraft. When this happens, turns can remain

undetected until after aircraft have turned 90° or more from their initial
, .,

headings. Heading errors of this magnitude prevent the cross-track tests

Of the turn detection logic from f“nctioni”g properly since the estimated

..
cross-track direction is grossly misaligned with respect to the ~=~”al ~ro~~-

track direction. In some flight test encounters heading errors of 120° and

airspeed errors of 2/3 actual airspeed were observed (see Example 1 Appendix

c) . These difficulties may be amenable to solution by allowing the tracker to

recognize when turn detection is likely to fail and to increase tracking gains

accordingly.

Wind Effects

The IPC tracking

aircraft headings and

~

algorithm does not take wind into account in estimating

airspeeds. All velocities are estimated with respect

“’Thetracking gains to be used are specified in terms of a fimness level.
The firmness level is a function of the recent history of s“ccessf”l rePort-
to-track correlations.
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to t)]csensor as grcund reference. When

are flying is in motion, the velocity of

ground may differ significantly from the

the airrnass in which the aircraft

the aircraft with respect to the

airspeed. If it is assumed that each

aircraft is subject tc the same wind, then all relative motion quantities which

depend only upon distances and the velocity differences (e.g., tau and miss

distance) will %e unaffected by the wind. But other quantities will be modified

by wind ..(e..,.,crosaingaggle} speeds, time to path cEossing). ..For slower

aircraft. flyingin strong winds” the errors in estimating these latter quantities

can be significant. Consider for.ina.tancetwo100 knot aircraft, one flying

parallel and r>lleflying anti-parallel. to a 40 knot :wifid. The actual airepeed
,.,- ,.

ratio is unity while the trackedspeed ratio (i.e., .groundspeed ratio) is

140/60 - 2.3. Depending on magnitude. and orientation, windtan change the

value ofwarning thresholds; the choice of maneuver plane, and the directions

of horizontalcomrnands... Wind hae been observed “to aggravate. tileproblem of

tracking. turning aircraft since aircraft...turnirigdownwind seem to increase

speed while those turning into the wind seem to decrease speed. One algorithm

modification to decrease sensitivity to wind was made during flight tests. The

Version O algorithm had an OPWI threshold that was a function of squared

speeds. It waa discovered that when two elower aircraft were flying into

strong headwinde their low observed speeds

For this reason the algorithm was modified

decreased below 2 miles.

It is recommended that the ability to

future IPC simulation efforts and that the

tions to velocity eetimates be considered.

4a

resulted in late issuance of OPWI.

to issue OPWI’S whenever range

etudy wind effects be included in

feasibility of making wind correc-



4.1.2 Observed Effects

Flight tests have revealed

attention in IPC system design,

of Surveillance Anomalies

certain errors which have received little

but which can adversely affect performance.

These error sources are listed here so that future system development ca’n

proceed in awareness of their existence.

Azimuth Anomalies

The accuracy of the aircraft azimuth measurement can be affected by

conditions which arise intermittently on isolated scans (e.g., asynchronous

interference) . One often observes a sequence of many scans of highly

accurate azimuth reports which contain an isolated anomaly corresponding

,’.,
to a substantial measurement error. This anomaly can perturb the track signif–

icantly and the perturbation my require several scans to subside. The U-B

smoothing technique is well suited for suppression of errors which are scar,-

wise independent but is less well suited for suppressing the effect of isolated

allomalie.s . A carefully designed outlier rejection scheme based on acceleration

reasonableness should be implemented to improve performance in this area.

~ffraction Effects Near Obstacles

ATC beacon radars estimate target azimuth by determining the orientation

of the signal wave front of the target reply. Phenomena which perturb the

wavefront orientation must necessarily result in errors in target azimuth

estimate. One such perturbation which may have a serious impact upon IPC

performance when it occurs is azimuth

obstacles. Two major obstacles exist

is located at an azimuth removed from

second, the smokestack of tbe Hanscom

error due to signal diffraction around

at DABSEF. The first, an antenna tower,

the usual IPC flight test area. The

Field power plant, is located be-
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tween the DABSEF antenna and the IPC tes area at an azimuth of 295.9° and

at a range of about 1500 feet. Several IPC encounters which occurred at low

elevations in the vicinity of the smokestack azimuth resulted in resolution

failure due to errors in estimated azimuth. Example 2 in Appendix C is a

particularly severe case. The diffraction phenomenon is well understood from

both experimental and theoretical pointe of view (Ref. 8). The error ia know

to vary as a function of obstacle size and

get and obetacle. Currently most terminal

which diffracting obstaclee are present on

angular separation between the tar-

ASR’S are sited in locations for

the horizon. Aircraft flying near tke

horizon and near obstacle azimuths cannot,@e .processes by IpC in the same

manner aa aircraft flying in the clear. Improved siting of D~S antennas

may go far to alleviate the diffractio!l problem at some locations, but the

problem will rieverbe completely eliminated and must be recognized in IPC

system development.

Vertical Tracking With Missing Reports

basic

It was discovered in testing the Versio.1 O algorithm that tracking gains

used for horizontal tracking produced excessive lag and overshoot in vertical

tracking. Vertical tracking has no logic equivalent to the turn detection

logic which makes low gaina tolerable for horizontal tracking. Consequently,

the Version 1 logic specifies that the firmness level for vertical tracking

is never to increaee above 7, From this level e~,entwo missing replies

can cauae.firmness to

rates callbe induced,

tr;lckedaltitude rate

decrease to a level ;Ltwhich highly erroneous altitude

As an exemple c(][lsideran encounter for which the inltlal

is zero and the initia L firmnese level is 7. A series
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of two missed replies reduces firmness to level 3 at which level the tracking

gains are a = .833 and B = .700. If an altitude report which differs by AZ

= 100 feet from the coasted altitude is then received, the altitude rate is

modified by

~~ =- 0.7 = 1050 fpm

But the 1’00foot decrease in altitude may well be due to altimeter quantization

or to track coasting which occurred during the periods of missing data. Ex-

ample 3 of Appendix D provides a case in which a vertical climb rate of almost

1500 fpm was estimated when the

reports are uncorrelated due to

Vertical Tracking Lag

aircraft was actually slowly descending. If

efr5tic altimetry the errors can be even worse.

When changes in altitude rate occurred, the vertical tracking often

responded much more slowly than can be justified by smoothing considerations.

This lag

solution

4.2

The

could result in late comands or persistence of commands after re-

was assured (see Example 4 in Appendix C).

Conflict Filtering

IPC conflict filtering logic consists of three parts: (1) coarse

screening which identifies from the track file aircraft pairs which may be

in hazardous proximity and which should be subjected to further processing,

(Z).threshold selection logic which selects tau and miss distance alarm

thresholds based upon the attributes of the aircraft pair and (3) a detection

logic which tests computed detection variables against the thresholds to

determine the type of IPC messages (OPWI, FPWI, commands, etc.) to be issued.
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4.2.1 Coarse Screening Logic

The coarse screening portion of the IPC logic is intended to identify

in a computationally efficient manner those aircraft for which IPC detection

variables (e.g., tau) are to be calculated in the alarm flag logic. The

initial IPC coarse screenil?g algorithm utilized a sort bin technique for

screening, This method suffered from a nc,ed to process a large number of

empty bins each scan. It was replaced inversion 1 by a more efficient

Ii!lkedlist apprOach. This list ie ordered according to increasing x coordinate

and the number of entriee is essentially cq{lal.to the number of aircraft being

eerviced.

During flight tests several caaes were observed in which aircraft in

close proximity failed to pase coarse screening. This condition usually

arose abruptly during an encounter and resulted in IPC terminating service

at a critical moment. The source of the problem lay in the fact that the

coarse screening algorithm saarchad the linked list

and pr[]cc.esed aircraft according to azimuth ,qectOr,

crsft irladjacent “sectors changed order I>etweanthe

sectors were processed then the uni.directional scan

In order to allow IPC testing

wns modified to eliminate the

specified later for Version 5

in one direction only*

If two conflicting air-

time their resPect~”e

failed to detect the pair.

to proceed, the DABSEF version of the algorithm

problem. The analogous modifications which were

ware not flight tested,

*
This search tachnique provides a method of reducing the required computational

load. The algorithm can discover that a~rcral’tA is in proximity to aircraft
B wfthout the radundant processing axsociared with the discovery that aircraft
B ia in proximity to aircraft A.
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4.2.2 Alarm Threshold Transitions

No documentation has been provided

threshold determining attribute and its

which explaina the choice of

corresponding threshold, but

each

the

baaic design philosophy involves increasing thresholds for attribute

which indicate greater difficulty in resolution and increasing thresholds for

VFR aircraft in conflict with IFR aircraft. In many cases this logic produces

discontinuous jumps in threshold

tinuOus variables. For example,

more than 1.5 times the speed of

values even when tests are based upon con-

when the speed of an ATCRBS aircraft is

the DABS aircraft, the comand threshold

jumps from 32 to

an encounter and

craft.

64 seconds. These transitions can occur at any time during

result in an abrup’E,change in the alarm status of the air-

Aspects of the encounter geometry which affect urgency are not among the

encounter attributes considered in the threshold selection logic. For example,

miss distance and crossing angle are not considered. Thus alarm declarations

at consistent levels of urgency

4.2.3 Tau Criterion

For zero-miss rectilinear

expressed in terms of range and

is not reliable as a measure of

are not possible.

approaches the time until collision can be

range rate as T = -r/t. But in this form T

urgency since low closure rates can cause

T to remain high regardless of range. The IPC algorithm therefore uses a

modified form of this measure which may be written

TH = z (1-D2/r2)
:
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!lere . i.sa parameter with a nominal value of approximately

be seen that TH will be forced to zero at range D no matter

closure rate. In testing Version O of the algorithm it was

0.5 nmi. It can

how small the

found that

excessive turns could result from continuirlg commands to aircraft which were

within range D but were separating. For this reason the “DOT” test was added

to the detection logic. This test prohibited any horizontal threshold

from being violated if the product of range and range rate exceeded 10 mi-

knot, (A threshold value of 1.0 nmi-knot was first proposed, but was found

to result in deletion of needed commands).

At large crossing angles TH is relat~vely insensitive tO tracking errors

and accelerations since velocity errors are then small compared to the mgni-

tude of ? and aircraft accelerations due to turns are mostly normal to the

range vector. But for aircraft

crosai.ng angles, TH can be very

some caaea this sensitivity can

level (Example 5 in Appendix C)

(Example 6 in Appendix C). The

of similar speeds approaching at smaller

eensitive to errors and accelerations. In

result in confusing transitions in the alarm

or rapid croesing of several tau thresholds

latter phenomena is important since several

aspects of the IPC concept (e.g., PWI warning time before comands, time

allowed before compliance check) apparently require that TH decrease at the

s~{merate ae clock time so thet TH thresholds wt)ich differ by a given amount

will be violated at times which diffc+rby the same amount. In reality, even

with constant cl(jeurerates TH decreases more rapidly than clock time due to

ite nonlinear dependence upon range. Furthermore, in many encounters there
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iS some condition which produces small but definite increments in estimated

closure rate. For instance, the aircraft may not be flying perfectly straight

or the tracked heading may be converging to the current heading in order to

eliminate a heading error which arose earlier. More severe increments occur

when one of the ai~craft is deliberately turning. Under these conditions TH

values reflect neither the actual passage of time nor the actual time to

collision. . Further discussion of the.effect of :iccelerations upon IPC per-

fomancecan be found in Section 4.5.

4.2.4 The2/3 .Comand Flag Logic

IPC does not issue comands unless the cowand flag (CMUFLG) has been set
, ,..

on two of the:last three scans. This “2/3”’10gic” is primarily intended to

prevent urm,ecessarycomnds in.situations where a turning.aircraft is”coming

into:momentary conflict with nearby traffic”as its velocity ..vectorsweeps

through a..rangeof headings. But thislogic imposes a one scan delay in com-

mand issuance for all encounter situations.. In some cases the trajectory

information indicates a severe hazard which can only be made worse by the

existing accelerations, and the algorithm does not react until the next scan

when the comand flag is set for the second time. This single scan of delay

is most significant when aircraft are accelerating in a manner that produces

late comands. More timely IPC intervention could be obtained if commands

were delayed only when the trajectory estimates were consistent with the

hypothesis that the comand thresholds would not be violated on the next scan.
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4.3 Choice of Resolution Plane

In most situations the initial attempt at conflict resolution involves

commands exclusively in the horizontal plane or the vertical plane. The choice

of the plane to be used may determine the success of the resolution attempt.

In IPC this choice is based upon certain characteri~tic~ of the ~nco”nter.

Several cases were observed in which the original IPC algorithm made a poor

choice of the maneuver plane and revisions to the logic were implemented to

address these cases.

The Version 1 IPC algorithm would occasionally issue positive
....,.

commands in the vertical plane even though negative comnds in the horizontal

plane would have been sufficient. In Version 4 logic was added which assured

that the resolution plane which required only negative commands would be

selected whenever such a plane existed. But this logic is exercised only upon

initiation of resolution. At a later time it is still possible for a negative

command to transition to a positive coma”d in the same plane e“en

negative command in the other plane would be adequate (see Example

Appendix D).

though a

7 in

It was observed in flight tests that when an uncomanded aircraft

possesses a vertical rate toward a DABS aircraft, issuance of “ertical

comands’ to the DABS aircraft my be ineffective. The vertical rate of the

uncommanded aircraft may cancel the rate achieved by the comanded aircraft

(the vertical chase problem). Even when the comanded aircraft is able to

respond at a greater rate than the threat , it may be forced to climb or descend

through an excessive distance. The Version 3 logic added a provision for requiring
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hori.zont.,1resolution whenever an uncommlnded aircraft has a vertical rate

of ZDTH (j60 fpm) or greater in the direction toward the DABS aircraft at the

time of comnd generation. This change has proven only partially successful

since the algorithm may still issue and sustain ineffective vertical comands

if the estimated vertical rate of the uncommanded aircraft does not exceed

ZDTH until after commands are generated (see Examples 8 and 9 of Appendix D).

In Version 1 vertical comands were chosen whenever one aircraft

of the pair had a speed greater than 150 knots. This logic was based upon

certain assertions concerning the relative effectiveness of horizontal and

vertical commands for aircraft of val-ying performance levels. Initially this

logic would issue vertical comands to a slow DABS aircraft in conflict with

an ATC~S aircraft of groundspeed 150 knots or greater. This logic was altered

in Version 3 to apply the speed discriminant to commanded aircraft only.

4.4 Horizontal Resolution for Non-accelerating Encounters

4.4.1 Effects of Dissimilar Speeds

Special considerations arise when an attempt is made to resolve an

encounter between aircraft of greatly differing speeds by maneuvering only

the slower aircraft. First, a given heading change by the slower aircraft

is less effective in altering miss distance than a similar heading change by

the faster. In certain geometries modest heading changes by a faster aircraft

can negate the avoidance attempts of the slower (see Example 10 in Appendix C).

Furthermore, there is a heading for tbe slower aircraft which results in max-

imum miss. If an attempt is made to maneuver an aircraft which is already
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flying at this optimum heading, the miss distance will decrease. In some

situations the miss may be decreased to zero by a turn in either direction

(see Example 11 of Appendix C). All these statements are demonstrated ana-

lytically in Appendix A.

The IPC algorithm does not consider the existence of an optimum heading

in deciding to issue comands. As a result, aircraft may be turned when they

are already at or near the optimum heading. They may also be turned past the

optimum heading and back into conflict (see Examples 12 and 13 of Appendix C) .

The IPC algorithm does not recognize situations in which a turn in either
....”

direction can bring the aircraft to a collision course. If the conflict

detection logic requests commands in such a situation, comands will be issued.

It is of course possible, if resolution is begun early and if the slower

aircraft maneuvers through a large enough angle, to force the aircraft through

the collision geometry before closest approach. In that case the turn only

makes the situation worse momentarily before making it better. However, such

resolution strategies are risky when the rate and degree of compliance that

can be expected from the pilot are uncertain, or when the time available for

resolution is short. Furthermore, pilots who visually acquire often interpret

commands which oppose the existing miss as evidence that the system has an

incorrect perception of the situation.

4.4.2 Rule A Commands ~ich Oppose Existing Miss

Command selection Rule A turns each aircraft away from the bearing of

the other in an attempt to decrease the closure rate to zero. The relative
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motion analysis (Appendix A) reveals that this normally means that at least

one aircraft is comanded to turn in a direction that decreases miss distance.

Negative commands issued under Rule A have the effect of prohibiting one

aircraft from turning in the “direction which would increase miss

allowing a turn which would eliminate miss distance (see Example

dix C).

distance, but

14 in Appen-

This strategy is effective in cases in which the closure rate is forced

through zero at adequate range. However, if the aircraft does not comply

vigorously enough or if the threat de”elops too rapidly, the closure rate may

not be eliminated. The effect of the’.eomnlandmay then be that aircraft are

placed on collision courses.

4.4.3 Use of Rule A For DOT > 0

Rule A of the IPC horizontal command selection logic (turns each aircraft

away from the current location of the other) . This rule chooses a direction

depending upon whether the threat aircraft is in the right hemisphere (bearings

positive 0° to +1800), or left hemisphere (bearings negative -180° to OO). Fig.4-3

illustrates a geometry in which this rule results in questionable commands.

Normally Rule A is not applied in this geometry because the logic recognizes

this geometrical situation and applies Rule C instead (thus assuring effective

right/left commands) . However, if the range rate is positive the horizontal

command selection logic will force Rule A to be applied. (The range rate can

be positive at the time of comand generation if aircraft are closing verti-

cally so that vertical tau delays command generation until after horizontal

closest approach) . Example 15 in Appendix C illustrates this phenomenon.
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Fig. 4-3. Geometry in which application of Rule A results
in ineffective comands.
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4.4.4 Course Recovery

The IPC system is designed to assume control only when certain alarm

thresholds are violated. When control actions succeed in driving alarm var-

ibles above the critical thresholds, control is dropped and aircraft are free

to”recover their original courses. Flight test experience has shown that in

certain cases this approach leads to incomplete and unacceptable resolution

due to the fact the aircraft are unable to safely recover their initial

headings after commands are dropped.

An example of this phenomenon isprovided in Fig. 4-4. Here resolution

was attempted by turning one aircraft away from the other in order to elimi-

nate the closure rate. This turn was auccesaful in its objective and col-

lision avoidance comands were dropped. At this point the pilot who had

turned had a PWI indication indicating traffic at his six o’clock position.

He turned back to recover his original course* and a secOnd collisiOn hazard

arose. Because of the acceleration involved in recovery, the second set of

*
Immediate return to course maneuvers are typical of subject pilots (see

Section 5).
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Fig. 4-4. Plot of encounter in which attempt to recover course
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avoidance commnds were late and the net effect of,intervention by the col-

lision avoidance system was to reduce the miss distance. An analysis of this

particular encounter in bearing space (Fig. 4-5) reveals the nature of the

general phenomenon. Point A corresponds to the encounter locus just before the

maneuver commnd was effected. Point B corresponds to the locus just after the

command was

M=O contour

‘[henaru.al

tance which

effected. Note thst the maneuver has forced the locus across the

and that the direction of natural motion is consequently reversed.

motion which takes place at the new heading opposes the miss dis-

existed initially. Thus when the aircraft returns to course (C to D)

the locus returns to the vicinity of the u-O contour.
.,..

Such behavior tends to arise when the turn to decrease the closure rate

requires crossing the P=O <:@ntour,i e. , culning through a zero miss dis-

tance heading. In such a case the integrated result of maneuvering and

returning to course can decrease miss. This difficulty does not arise for

maneuvers which maintain the sign of the initial miss distance since any

natural motion which occurs will then reinforce the initial miss distance.

Although the example utilized above involves only a single comnded

aircraft, a similar phenomenon has been observed when both aircraft are

commanded. For equal speed aircraft executing swetric (mirror imge)

Rule A turn-away comands,

recovery will be identical

s~met~Y mUSt be broken i“

modified miss distance.

the miss distance which will exist after course

to the miss distance before comands. The

order for the aircraft to recover course with a
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Fig.4-5. State variable plot of recovery encounter of Fig.4-4.
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4.5 Resolution of Maneuvering Encounters

Especially severe heading uncertainties can arise when pilots initiate

turns prior to the time at which collision avoidance instructions are gene-

rated. As was discussed in Section 4.1, the tracker estimate of heading tends

to lag behind the actual heading during turns. This tracking lag can readily

exceed 40°. An equally significant component of the:total uncertainty is the

heading change which may.take placebetween the time instructions are generated

and the time at which the pilot effects the indicated maneuver. If a turn at

a rateof 4°/s.ecis underway, and if the time required for message transmission

and pilot reaction is 10 seconds, th~n’the pilot will turn an additional 40°

duririgtheresponse delay. Thus a.total uncertainty of f80° may. exist. The

effect of suchuncert aint.ies.upon resolution success is discussed below.

4..5.1 Reduced Warning Time Due.To.Acceleration

When aircraft are turning in directions which increase

the.estimated value OS TH may grossly overestimate the time

the cl~sure rate,

available befo<e

collision. Example 16 of Appendix C illustrates a case in which the tau

threshold is 64 seconds, but comands are not transmitted to the aircraft

until about 16 seconds before closest approach (the TH estimate decreases

from 195 seconds to 50 seconds in one scan). Such encounters may still be

resolvable if comands are in the most effective directions (see next para-

graph) and if pilots comply with immediate and forceful maneuvers. However,

any less favorable conditions can result in resolution failure. It should be
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noted that in such accelerating encounters, increasing the value of the TH

threshold has little effect upon the time at which comands are issued.

4.5.2 Determination of Comand Directions

The impact of large heading uncertainties upon command selection can be

understood in bearing space by considering the extent to which the encounter

locus is displaced by possible differences between the bearings at which

comands are generated and the bearings at which the ~omand$ are ~ffected.

For example, an encounter which is estimated to be at 10CUS 18AV1in Fig. 4-6

may actually be at any point within the indicated rectangle by the time

commands are effected. If the uncertaint ies,.ar.esuch that the locus moves

from “A” to “B” then commands which were selected to increase the percei”ed

miss distance at “A” (i.e., move the locus toward p = -1) will actually force

the aircraft back toward a collision. Such detrimental comands are quite

likely whenever the aircraft are maneuvering from a region in which one set

of comand directions are appropriate into a region for which the opposite

command directions are appropriate.

Examples 17, 18, and 19 of Appendix C illustrate

cOmmands turned aircraft toward the collision threat.

encounters in which IPC

Example 20 is an

% interesting case in which a negative comand was in the wrong direction due

to accelerations by one aircraft.

4.5.3 Design Changes Required to Accommodate Accelerating Aircraft

Analysis of resolution failures caused by

that the capability of IPC to accommodate such

improved by efforts in the following areas :

aircraft acceleration indicates

situations could be greatly
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a) T~ The tracker parameters can be adjusted to better reflect

actual surveillance quality. The ability of the tracker to follow

turns can be improved by taking aircraft speed and turn detection

reliability into account. However, it should be reiterated that

tracker lag is not the ol>lysource of resolution problems for maneuver-

ing aircraft . This was demonstrated by simulating maneuvering

encounters for trhichresolution was unsatisfactory, b“t employing

for simulation purposes essentially perfect track estimates. In

most cases even perfect estimates can eliminate only one scan of

alarm delay or a fraction of the total um<ertainty in the future

trajectory, Improved tracking may be a necessary condition for

achieving the desired performance level, but it

sufficient (see paragraphs below) .

b) Use of turn detection in choosing strategy. It

that currently the turn detection logic is used

the estimation of the current aircraft heading.

is not by itself

should be noted

only to improve

Many turning

encounters cannot be”resolved unless the IPC algorithm also

utilizes turn information in choosing the resolution strategy.

For instance, in cases where continuation of an existing turn would

result in adequate separation it is better for IPC to issue comands

which are consistent with the existing turn rather than to attempt to

reverse the turn. In IPC flight tests , it has been observed that
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c)

attel!lpt.s to resolve encounters by reversing existing turns are often

ineffective. One reason for this is the fact that the response delay

is effectively doubled. For example, if the pilot requires 10 sec-

onds to reverse his turn, an additional 10 seconds is required just

to turn back to the heading which existed when comands were received.

It is also possible that the existing turn is necessary due to factors

of which the IPC system is unaware (e.g., clouds, non-beacon air-

craft, etc.). If the existing turn does not assure resolution,

then vertical comands should be considered.

, ,,.
Improved alarm criteria. The critical IPC alarm variables such as

tau and miss distance are calculated under an implicit assumption

of rectilinear flight. When headings are changing, the calculated

values can vary greatly from scan-to-scan. One cannot protect

against this uncertainty merely by increasing the alarm thresholds

since the thresholds then required would produce intolerably conserv-

ative alarms in many cases. However, the IPC algorithm can be made

to use alarm criteria which take potential or detected turns into

account in a relatively efficient manner, i.e. , which set an alarm

flag only when a maneuver would be truly hazardous. The additional

alarm thus generated may result in increased issuance of negative

commands, but need not cause an increase in the number of positi”e

comands (see item d) .
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d) Prevention of adverse m.ineuvers. The IPC system is capable of pre-

venting maneuvers which would create resolution problems. One manner

in which this is done is the issuance of PWI warnings to the pilot in

order to allow him to acquire his traffic visually. In many cases it

can be assumed that PWI-aided visual acquisition will prevent

maneuvers which increase the hazard. However, even with PWI adverse

maneuvers can still occur under the following conditions:

1. A pilot may initiate a maneuver before PWI alarms appear and

centinue the maneuver until receiving commands.

2. A pilot receiving a PWI from the six o!clock sector in which
,: .

his view is obstructed by the airframe may perceive a turn as an

acceptable option for a tail chase situation and turn in either

direction.

3. A pilot may turn in order to rotate obstructing airframe and

acquire the traffic indicated by the PWI.

4. A pilot may initiate a maneuver which he thinks will resolve

the conflict and receive IPC comands which reverse his maneu-

ver.

5. A pilot may, fail to locste the traffic indicated by the PWI

and maneuver an~ay on the assumption that if the maneuver

is not acceptable, the IPC system will issue further slams.

This reaction is sanctioned by the Pilotk Guide to Intermittent

Positive Control (Ref. 6).

6. An ATCRBS aircraft may maneuver toward a DABS aircraft.
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Al,though it is impossible PO find a collision a“oidance strategy “hich

is a!.ways effective in Case 6, the other cases can be solved within the

framework of TPC. One approach lS to identify those geometries in which

ma]leuvers can produce resolut ion failure and issue negative comands which

Instt’uct the pilot not to maneuver in specified directions. Such commands

can prevent a pilot from inadvertently blundering into situations in which

IPC offers insufficient protection. This concept is consistent with the

description of the negative comand philosophy which states that the negative

command is issued to the pilot when his current trajectory is satisfactory

but a hazard would develop if he were’‘tomaneuver (Ref. 1) , However, the

current algorithm in fact does not consider issuance of negative comands

until a hazardous closure rate has already been established.

It has also been observed that such negative comands are generally

needed in situations in which their violation is certain to produce positi”e

IpC commands (Ref. 1) . Under such conditions negative comands result in no

real increase in the restrictions which IPC is imposing upon the pilot -- it

is just a question of informing the pilot that he is restricted by nearby traffic

rather than allowing him to be surprised by the restriction when he

inadvertently precipitates positive commands.

4.6 Three-Dimensional Resolution

The IPC comand selection logic attempts to select either horizontal

comands which ensure horizontal separation or vertical comands which ensure

vertical separation. The comand directions which the logic chooses in one
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plane are independent of the dynamics of the encounter

In maxly situations this approach is acceptable, but in

in the other plane.

certain cases failure

to consider all three dimensions simultaneously can result in an inability

to select proper comands. In particular, whenever vertical rates exist

horizontal maneuvera can decrease the vertical component of three-dimensional

closest approach. In order to see this, comider a quantity ZCA,,defined as

the vertical separation which will exist at the time of horizontal closest

aPproach (when Iu I = 1) . The actual slant (3D) range at closest approach is then

i

—-. .
22

For aircraft which are converging in altitude at a constant rate,
‘CA+m .

the altitude difference Z
CA

is a linear fund-ion of the time to closest hori-

zontal approach, tCA. If Z. and ~. are the altitude separation and altitude

rate at a given time, then

Z. + i. tcA
‘cA =

Therefore, a contour in bearing space which defines a constant tCA also

defines a constant value of ZCA. A set of such contours is provided in

Fig. 4-7 for a speed ratio of 1:2. The greater the vertical rate, the greater

will be the variation of Z
CA

each tCA contour corresponds

locus has no effect upon the

Possible tcA values (in

with t
CA.

If there is no vertical velocity, then

to the same Z
CA

value (i.e., ZCA = Zo) and bearing

vertical separation.

units of r/Vi) run from lj(l+y) to lf(l-y) . men

the time to zero altitude separation, -zo/i~, is within this range, a contour
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‘Xists ‘or which‘CA ‘s ‘ero.
If the contour of zero horizontal miss distance

(P = 0) intersects this contour, then the point of intersection is the bearing

locus at which a true 3D collision will occur (because for that locus vertical

and horizontal separation will reach zero simultaneously) .

Three dimensional considerations are especially important when an uncom-

manded aircraft has a vertical rate. In this case it is often impossible to

resolve the encounter by simply maneuvering the’comanded aircraft away from

the threat altitude since the achievable vertical rate may be cancelled by the

vertical rate of the threatjor the magnitude of the required altitude change

may exceed allowable limits (see discussion of the vertical chase problem

in Section 4.3) . It is desirable to use horizo’ritalresolution, but the current

IPC algorithm may eliminate vertical separation in attempting to increase

horizontal separation. As an illustration, consider an encounter at “X” in

Fig. 4-g. Turns to points A and B both drive the horizontal,miss distance to

zero. But whereas point B represents an actual 3D collision, point A repre-

sents a case in which altitude separation will exist when the aircraft pass

through the same horizontal position. Thus a turn to decrease bearing is a

possible resolution option whereas a turn to increase bearing is not. Such

conclusion
%

horizontal

Appendix C

evident.

cannot be reached by an algorithm which determines the direction

avoidance without reference to the 3D situation. Example 21 of

presents a flight test encounter in which the above phenomena is

4.7 IPC Performance in IFR/VFR Encounters

4.J.I Description of IFR/VFR ~gic

men an IFR aircraft is in’conflict

to avoid issuance of comands to the IFR

with a VFR aircraft, IPC attempts

aircraft by maneuvering the VFR
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aircraft first . In Version 1 this strategy was implemented by using larger

tau thresholds for the VFR aircraft. This logic was often successful, b“t

the rate of comands to the IFR aircraft was still unacceptable to the al-

gorithm designers. Consequently in Version ?,logic was added to further

suppress commands to the IFR aircraft . The primary feature added was a

compliance test which reduces IFR comand thresholds whenever it has been

determined that tb VFR aircraft has complied with .comands. The compliance

test is made only once; It is made when either tau (TH) drops below 30

seconds.or when 27..seconds pass without comands being dropped. COmp1iance

is defined as a tracked turn of 30° in the direction of a horizontal ‘comand

or a..tracked altitude change of .200 feet in ~’h{’direction of a vertica~ command.

If the .YFR aircraft isdeclared to be in complimce, then the tau threshold

for comands .to the IFR aircraft is reduced ta .15:secends. If the VFR aircraft

is found not to be in compliance, then.commands are recomputed and issued

in both dimensions to both aircraft.

Another feature of Version 3 was reduction of the positive comland miss

distance threshold for the IFR/VFR encounters from 1.0 nmi to 0.5 nmi. A

teSt which increased IFR tau thresholds when the VFR ~ircraft ~aS faSter

was dropped .

4.7.2 IFR/VFR Flight Test Results

The following paragraphs identify specific aspects of IFR/VFR performance

which are rele”ant to the q“e~tion of system acceptability.
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(a) In

subject

averted

the 110 IFR/VFR encounters flow using the full IFR/VFR logic with

pilots operating the VFR aircraft, cownda to the IFR aircraft were

half the time. The breakdom of IFR encounters was as follows:

No coaands to IFR: 55 cases

Negative comand to IFR: 18 cases

Single positive comand to IFR: 12 cases

Double Positive Comand to IFR: 25 cases

(b) The compliance test is ineffective in preventing positive comands to the

IFR aircraft. It can succeed only when a very special sequence of events

occurs according to the following scenario:

,“.,
The VFR aircraft acknowledges and maneuvers in compliance with his

IPC comand, but either tau drops below 30 seconds or comands

persist for 27 seconds. A test for compliance is made. The VFR

aircraft is found to be in compliance, and cOmmand.s are nOt issued

to the IFR aircraft. The encounter is finally resolved without

tau going below

In flight tests this

following reasons:

15 seconds.

scenario was practically never realized for the

1.

2.

3.

men the VFR aircraft maneuvers promptly, tau may never

go below 30 seconds and the compliance test may never

be exercised.

Due

not

the

to the tra”ckerlag, the VFR aircraft is often declared

to be in compliance even when he is responding; then

compliance check results in commands.

men tau goes below 30 seconds it often also goes below 15

seconds and comands are issued in spite of the compliance

test.
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4.

5.

6.

men the VFR heading changes, horizontal miss distance

tends to increase above the 3000 foot threshold and posi-

tive comands are replaced by negative comands.

The system may declare the VFR aircraft non-complying

without allowing sufficient time for compliance (see

following paragraph).

If the VFR pilot fails to acknowledge comands within 8

seconds, comands are sent immediately to the IFR aircraft.

(c) The fact that the VFR aircraft has turned 30° or climbed 200 feet does

not necessarily mean that the collision hazar~ has diminished. Appendix A

discusses situations in which a slower aircraft can turn 90° or more and

still be on a collision course. In the vertical plane a 200 foot altitude

change by the VFR aircraft is also of questionable value since the altitude

reports themselves are quantized in 100 feet increments. Altimeter errors

and normal altitude variations by the IFR aircraft can quickly erase the

separation generated by such compliance.

(d) The 15 second tau threshold is inadequate to assure resolution when a

maneuver by the IFR aircraft is required to avoid collision. The 4-second

%
scan period of the DABS system can result in comands being delivered almost

8 seconds after tau decreases to 15 seconds. Although horizontal tau is

modified ao that time-to-collision is greater than the actual tau value,

the extra lead time provided in higher closure rate situations is not signifi-

cant. Furthermore, vertical tau is not modified. Thus if the closure rate

is high or if aircraft are closing vertically, comands may reach the IFR

pilot only a few seconds before collision.
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(e) The recomputation which is called for when the VFR aircraft is declared

to be non-complying often reverses the direction of turn comands, See

Section 4,8 for discussions of the detrimental effects of such reversals.

(f) The strategy of issuing commands to the VFR aircraft without issuing

comands (or in some cases traffic advisories) to the IFR aircraft does

not assure safety. Minor course changes by the uniformed IFR aircraft may

cancel the effect of the VFR aircraft’s maneuver. This is especially true

when the IFR aircraft is faster. The philosophy of allowing IFR aircraft to

apprOach very clOse to VFR traffic while receiving no information other than

PWI’s should be re-examined. ExampJe~ 22 and 23 of Appendix C illustrate

cases in which no IPC messages were sent to the IFR aircraft until after the

IFR pilot had initiated hazardous

(g) Change M-15 of Version 4 was

commands to IFR aircraft “hen IFR

turns.

introduced in order to reduce the frequency of

and VFR aircraft are flying with approximately

500 feet of altitude separation (a separation often

altitude recommendations of FAR 91.109 and 91 .121).

reCeive positive commands unless TR is less than 30

resulting from the cruise

The IFR aircraft will not

seconds or the altitude

separation is less than 370 feet. When the VFR aircraft is ATCRBS this logic

makes resolution success highly dependent upon whether or not the ATCRBS air-

craft holds its altitude. If the ATC~S aircraft begins to climb or descend

toward the IFR aircraft, then vertical tracker

commands being issued to the IFR at a time too

Mample 24 of Appendix C) .

(h) In encounters between VFR

are selected for the pair when

ATCRBS aircraft

the VFR comand

lag can result in positive

Late to be effective (see

and IFR DABS aircraft, comands

thresholds are violated.
~
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The command to the ATCRBS aircraft cannot be delivered, but is stored in the

pair record nevertheless. The comand to the IFR is also stored and is issued

if and when the IFR comand thresholds are violated. This may occur many

scans after the comand was first generated. Since the motion of neither

aircraft was constrained by comands during the storage interval, the collision

geometry may have changed considerably by the time the comand is issued.

In these cases the comand may be “obsolete” and not effective in resolving

the encounter. Example 24 of Appendix C illustrates this phenomenon.

(i) Comands in both the horizontal and vertical planes are routinely

issued when VFR DABS aircraft are declared .t”o.henon-complying. But there is

no provision for issuing commands in more than one plane to IFR DABS aircraft

in conflict with VFR ATCRBS aircraft. Vertical chase problems can result

(see Example 24 of Appendix C) .

( j ) If the compliance test fails, comands in both

to the IFR aircraft. These dual dimension comands

dimensions are transmitted

are more disruptive to

flight objectives than a single dimension commnd would be.

( k) Often comands to the IFR aircraft are preceded hy only a single scan of

flashing PWI or by ordinary PWI rather than flashing. The IFR pilot is then

unprepared for prompt compliance.

( 1) In some cases the VFR aircraft receives a climb/descend commnd before the

IFR aircraft receives any PWI or comand. If the IFR aircraft then initiates

an altitude rate toward the VFR aircraft, it is possible for the IFR aircraft

to remain close enough to continue the comand to the VFR but at a separation

which precludes any comand being issued to itself. The VFR aircraft can be

forced to make excessive altitude changes (see Example 8 of Appendix C) .
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( m ) The complying VFR aircraft can be forced to make excessive magnitude turns

in order to avoid an uncomanded IFR aircraft. This is especially true in

dynamic situation for which the horizontal maneuver options of a slower VFR

aircraft are ineffective (see Section 4.4.1) .

( n ) VFR subject pilots tended to resist large magnitude turns when they

had visually acquired their traffic. This tendency could lead to double

comands being issued to IFR aircraft in a large number of IFR/VFR encounters

(see Section 4.4.1 for further discussion) .

( o ) If negative co~ands are issued initially then positive comands are .”

delayed even though tau is decreasing.< If a negative-to-positive transition

then occurs, the compliance teat may be applied immediately due to the 30

second tau test. As a result IFR and VFR aircraft may receive initial comands

simultaneously even though both aircraft were complying with IPC instructions

(see example 25 of Appendix D).

4.8 Other Logic Validation Results

4.8.1 Vertical Comands Near Altitude Crossover

Special difficulties were observed in selecting the direction of vertical

comands for aircraft which possess a significant vertical closure rate and are

within a few seconds of crossing in altitude. In such cases the aircraft could

cross ,inaltitude before the comands could be effected. The comands were

then in directions which forced the aircraft back toward each other. Version 3

added logic which reverses the direction of positive comands whenever verti-

cal tau (TV) is less than TV1 (8 seconds) at the time commands are generated.

This is intended to result in comands which reinforce the altitude separation
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which will exist by the time the pilots begin responding to commands. Nhen

TV is between TVl (8 seconds) and TV2 (16 seconds) horizontal commands are

chosen because of the difficulty in choosing suitable vertical command direc-

tions. Although this change is an improvement over the previous logic, it

does not eliminate all difficulties. The uncertainties in the TV estimate and

in.‘pilot response. times are large compared to the TV thresholds which must ..be

employed. , In some cases pilots who acquire visually shortly before .comands

are.issued act quickly to halt th=ir climb/desce~.t. But the IPC algorithm,..

with.estimated vertical velocity .la’gging..behindthe actual velocity, may per-

ceive an iminent altitude cross-over and Lsstie‘“reversedcomands.. Theaircraft

are then commnded tomaneuver..into. each ‘other. Furthermore ,late pilot ~~~

response.or .overestimation..ofTV can stilllead to crossover which Cnvaltdates

the..commnd directions. Fortunately, in these cases there-is normally suf-

ficient time to overcome the effect of the uncertain albitude dynamics and

achieve ~~ertical separation with the

assure that this time exists than to

in the face of such uncertainties.

generated comafids. It.is..easier. to

attempt to define logic which can function

4.8.2 Positive/Negative Transition Logic

%
The IPC master resolution module contains logic which is intended

to change,negative comands to positive comands and vice-versa as required.

The Version 1 logic did not properly transition when positive commands existed

in hoth maneuver planes. In this caae the horizontal command could be transi-

tioned from positive to negative leaving a superfluous positive vertical

cOm~nd on the display. Change M16 of Version 4 was intended to revise the
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logic to eliminate this problem. However, as currently defined the logic

is unsuitable for use in multiple encounters since it allo”s critical co~ands

to one aircraft to be deleted due to positive/negative transitions undergone

with respect to a second aircraft. For this reason the change was never fully

implemented in the

men comands

determine the type

question may arise

replace a positive

was pointed out in

test bed version of the algorithm.

have been issued in one plane, no test is made later to

of cownds which would suffice in the other plane. The

as to whether a negative comand in the alternate plane can

comand in the original comand plane. In some cases, as

Section 4.3 (a), a’n’egative command in the original plane

transitions to a positive comand even though a negative co-and in the

alternate plane would suffice. It is also possible for a positive comand to

continue for many scans when a negative comand in the alternate plane would

be adequate (Example 26 of Appendix C) .

4.8.3 Comand Reversals

The IPC algorithm may recompute the

during an encounter. Such recomputation

comand transition takes place, (2) when

direction of horizontal comands

occurs (1) when a positive/negative

a VFR DABS aircraft is declared non-

complying by the IFR/VFR compliance logic, or (3) under certain conditions

when positive comands have been present for 27 seconds and miss distance (~)

is decreasing. If the recomputed ‘comand is in a different direction than
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the original comand, a pilot will be

his maneuver. Several pilot reaction

instructed to reverse the direction of

problems associated with comand reversals

are discussed in Section 5.5. Algorithmic considerations are discussed below.

Reversal of command directions is justified in cases in which the geometry

of the conflict has changed in a manner that makes the original commands in-

effective. But the IPC logic bases the decision to “reverse upon criteria which

are only indirectly related to whether or not a reversal is truly necessary.

In some cases coaands are reversed after having been displayed for only a

single scan (see Example 38 of Appendix C). Reversals can occur because of small

changes in the geometry which produce a crosdng of a decision boundary in the

command selection logic (e.g., when crossing angle changes from 89.9° to 90.1°

and the logic switches from Rule A to Rule B) . Flight test experience indi-

cates that the tracking lag and pilot response delays are large enough to make

reliable comand reversal impossible in the time frame in which IPC works. In

Section 4.5 it was pointed out that when aircraft are turning, the difference

between current estimated heading and the heading at which comands are effected

can be very large. If a turn has begun due to the initial comand, then re-

versal of the turn will lead to all the difficulties inherent in command

%
selection for maneuvering aircraft. In the worst case, aircraft can be

comanded to zig-zag back and forth across their original flight paths and

the effect of comands upon miss distance may integrate to zero (see Example

27 of Appendix C) . In order to avoid such inappropriate reversals, the IPC

logic must be capable of evaluating the effectiveness of existing or proposed

comands by examining the actual dynamics of the encounter.
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4.8.4 Pair Logic men Only One Aircraft is Uncommanded

The IPC concept states that the algorithm will choose comands which pro-

vide maximm separation regardless of whether one or both aircraft maneuver.

This is physically impossible in most cases. Certainly when one aircraft is

unequipped the command selection should be dependent upon which aircraft will

receive commands. But the IPC comand selection logic selects command directions

without regard to whether one aircraft of the pair is “commanded. This strategy

is especially unsound in situations in which only one aircraft of a pair has

an effective horizontal mneuver option (see 4.4.1) . For instance, when Rule C

is applied the aircraft which is further from path crossing is normally the
, ,.

only aircraft of the pair which can effectively maneuver, In these cases the

command selection logic may assign the effective mneuver to the uncommanded

aircraft and issue the ineffective maneuver to the commanded aircraft (see

Example 10 of Appendix D) .

4.8.5 Multiple Aircraft Encounters

Even though the testing of multiple aircraft encounters was not an objec-

tive of.the IPC flight tests, a number of such encounters occurred inadvertently

due to the proximity of itinerant ATCBBS aircraft to the two DABS aircraft

conducting intercepts. The details of IPC performance in these encounters will

not be reported here since it was acknowledged that the multiple aircraft logic

as it now exists is in need of significant revision. But it has become evident

that several aspects of IPC behavior in pair encounters are relevant to the

success the system may expect in the resolution of multiple encounters .
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a> The IPC n]ultipl.eaircraft logic is based upon the concept of issuing

commands in one dimension to avoid the first threat and using a second dimen-

sion to avoid the second threat. But if an aircraft has comands in two

dimensions due to a single threat, no options remain for avoidance of addi-

tional threats. In IPC subject pilot flight tests, the algorithm issued

comands in t~rodimensions in approximately one-fourth of the encounters.

b) The pairwise structure of

establish a preference for comands

is no safeguard against selecting a
~

makes a second threat worse.

the IPC logic makes it impossible to

which will avoid two aircraft at once. There

cownd with respect to one threat which

.,~~.

c) If an aircraft mneuvers more than is necessary to avoid one threat

his maneuver may carry him into hazard with respect to a second threat. Because

IPC tends to overcontrol aircraft and has little control over the final heading,

it is difficult to avoid such situations. men an aircraft is comanded to turn,

a large uncertainty is introduced concerning the volume of airspace into which

it will pass. The larger this uncertainty is, the more difficult multiple

resolution will be.

d) Co-rids which prolong the encounter without resolving it (see Sec-

tion 4.4.2) increase the likelihood of multiple aircraft encounters.

e) The IPC logic enforces a s~etry of comands which requires comands

for both aircraft of a pair and requires commands in the same plane for each

pair. This eliminates certain options for multiple aircraft resolution.
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4.9 Summary of Algorithm Validation Results

The IPC logic resulting from the flight test program is highly reliable

in its ability to track aircraft and identify potential collision hazards. The

IPC algorithm demonstrated an ability to generate commands which could resolve

many encounter situations in an effective and acceptable manner. However, per-

formance was unacceptable for encounters with certain characteristics. It is

helpful to define two categories of encounter characteristics: nominal and non-

nominal (see Table 4.1) . The IPC logic performance was generally adequate for

the resolution of nominal encounters (see Table 4.2) although recovery en-

counters could arise even there. For encounters possessing non-nominal
, ..

characteristics IPC performance was often unacceptable. Of particular concern

: were situations in which

aration.

cOmmands had a detrimental

T~LE 4‘1

ENCO~ER CHARACTERISTICS

effect upon aircraft sep-

Nominal Encounter

No acceleration

and

both IPC controlled*

and

similar speeds

and

two aircraft only

and

nominal surveillance

Non-Nominal Encounter

aircraft accelerating

or

one not IPC controlled*

or

dissimilar speeds

or

multiple aircraft

or

degraded surveillance

*In this context an aircraft is not IPC controlled if it is either not IPC-equipped,
uncommanded, or non-complying.
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TABLE 4-2

OBSERVED PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS

CORRELATED WITH

ENCOUNTER CHARACTERISTICS

\ PERFO-CE

\

PROBLEM

ENCOUNTER

\
CWRACTERISTIC

NOMINAL

ACCELERATING

UNCOWDED OR NON-
CO~LYING AIRCWFT

DISSIMILAR SPEEDS

~LTIPLE AIRC~FT

DEGWED

SURVEILLANCE
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An attempt to relate the observed performance problems to certain features

of the IPC algorithm des.~gn (Table 4.3) provides insight into the shortcomings

of the current logic. The following feature of the design are most significant

in limiting performance:

a) Delayed resolution strategy. Delaying comands until the latest

possible time at which safe resolution is conceivable makes it impossible for

the system to recover if some element of the resolution scenario does not turn

out as anticipated.

b) Incomplete evaluation of encounter dvnamics. The available tracking

data concerning aircraft trajectories,.i: not utilized to full advantage in

deciding when to issue commands or what commnds to issue. The comand issuance

logic which treats horizontal and vertical planes separately fails to issue

commands which are consistent with three-dimensional encounter situations.

c) No explicit consideration of uncert~ Possible errors in

available track data or computed quantities are not explicitly considered in

making decisions. Because the magnitude of expected errors often varies with

range or geometry, fixed decision thresholds are inefficient. Errors induced

by unconstrained accelerations can preclude effective resolution.

d) Indeterminate turn ma~nitude. Once maneuvers begin, the IPC system

has no effective control over the heading of the aircraft. Aircraft can turn

past an optimal escape heading back into a collision.

e) pairwise logic structure. Comands which are reasonable when both

maneuver may not be reasonable if only one aircraft is to be comanded (e.g.,

I
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TABLE 4.3

OBSERVED PERFO~{CE ?ROBLE:IS CORRELATED wITH DESlGW ATTRIBUTE S-——.—- .— . .. . ._ ________

\

PER?owJcE
PROBLEM.

\

IPC
DESIGN

ATTRIBUTE

DELAYED

RESOLUTION
STMTEGY

INCOMPLETE
EVALUATION

OF

SNCOUNTER ~~~
DYNANICS

NO E~LICIT
CONSIDERATION

7

OF
UNCERTAINTIES

Indeterminate
TURN mGN ITUDE

PAIRWISE LOGIC
STRUCTURS I

./
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IFR VS VFR, or ATCRBS VS DABS) . Many times both aircraft cannot be treated

equally. In multiple encounters, tilesecond threat must influence the comand

chosen for tilefirst.

The performance problems which are related to the design features mentioned

above can be eliminated by improving the algorithmic logic. Specific acomenda-

tions for such improvements are included in the Executive Sumary preceding

this report.

,’.,
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5. SUBJECT PILOT RESULTS

Testing of IPC with subject pilots was used to evaluate both the

ability of pilots to utilize IPC services and the acceptability of IPC

performance from the pilot’s point of view. The test procedures used in

subject pilot testing have been described in Section 3.2. These procedures

attempted to create a flight environment aa close to normal aa possible in

order to obtain valid pilot reactions. The subjects themselves cooperated

in this endeavor by maintaining their nomal flight practices and suggesting

changes in test procedures if something abnormal was noted. A surprising

variation in pilot reactions was noted according to pilot beha”ior and
,,,-,,

encounter situation. Often considerable review of data was required in

order to sort out the various components of pilot behavior. Although

eccentric cases can be found which violate any specific pattern, a general

picture of pilot reaction has emerged which haa far-reaching implications in

the design of collision avoidance systems.

5.1 Visual Acquisition Performance with PWI

The role which PWI assumes in a collision avoidance concept is dependent

upon the extent to which PWI enhances the pilot’s ability to visually acquire

approaching traffic. The IPC flight tests provided a substantial body of data

in this area. Many previous investigations of visual acquisition either did

not involve subject pilots using PWI displays or were conducted with ground

simulators which could only partially duplicate the visual factors of actual

flight. For this reason, a careful look at the relevant IPC test data is

worthwhile.
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Direct presentation] >f test acquisition data is often misleading since

the data is highly depeI~dentupon encounter attributes which vary greatly from

encounter to encounter such as closure rate, target size, direction of approach,

tYPe and timing of PWI warnings, etc. In order to properly interpret PWI

flight test data, a visual acquisition model was developed. Figure 5-1 portrays

the relationship between the factors which characterize a given search situation

and the

under a

process

quantities derived within the model. This model permits data gathered

variety of approach conditions to be analyzed as examples of a comon

rather than as unique events. This section discusses the visual

acquisition model to the extent required to explain the data presented in this

report. Reference 9 contains a more complete description of the model and its

use for prediction of acquisition performance*.

It should be noted that the following limitations apply to the visual

acquisition data presented:

a) Subject pilot flights were conducted only when atmospheric visibility

of three miles or greater could be obtained. The data collected thus

represents a sampling over all days on which such VFR conditions

prevailed. The visual acquisition model can be “used to predict per-

formance for degraded visibility, but no validating data is available

for such conditions.

b) IPC comands were often received before visual acquisition’ had

occurred. Commands may have somewhat affected the subsequent

probability of acquisition (by distracting the pilot) .

*
The preliminary data analysis in Reference 9 is based upon a partial set of

flight test data and is superseded by the analysis presented here.
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c) Vis{lalacquisition is

avoidance. The pilot

meuely the first stage in successful visual

must also correctly evaluate the threat and

execute avoidance mneuvers. Further discussions of this point can

be found in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.1 Visual Acquisition as a Poisson Process

The basic mathematical innovation utilized in the model is to characterize

the acquisition process in terms of an acquisition rate, A, which varies with

search conditions. Acquisition is then a nonhomogeneous Poisson process* for

which a count of O indicates that no acquisition has occurred and a count of

1 indicates that acquisition has occ~red. One may then proceed to determine

the dependence of A upon the variable factors and to compute cumulative acqui-

sition probabilities from a knowledge of A.

Since the acquisition ri?te ia obviously a function of target proximity,

the first dependence examined was the dependence upon range. The range

dependence of the acquisition rate can be extracted

in the following non-parametric mnner: divide the

of width “Ar. For

undetected target

in the interval.

is given by

.

each interval determine the total

from the available data

range axis into intervals

time during which an

was in the interval and the number of detections which occurred

Then the estimate of the acquisition rate for the interval

~cqui~iri,”n ~ate = total no. detections in interval
total time in interval

“For a homogeneous Poisson pro[:ess, the arrival rate is assumed to be constant
in time. For tbe non-homogeneous Poisson the rate may vary.
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This

square of

increased

analysis revealed a strong tendency for ~ tO vary inversely as the

the range. Furthermore, the coefficient which relates A to l/r2

with target size. This suggested that the acquisition rate may be

related to the solid angle subtended by the target.

A technique for calculating solid angle subtended by the target was

devised and the dependence upon solid angle was detimined using solid angle

intervals in place of range intervals. The result is show in Fig. 5-2. This

data supports a model for which X is proportional to solid angle, i.e. , k

= @A/r2 where 6 is a constant, A is the visible

get, and r is range between aircraft. -“-‘

Variations in acquisition performance with

area presented by the tar-

and without PWI may be repre-

sented by.variations in the value of the constant of proportionality, 6. Values

of 6 appropriate for each search condition were computed from the test data

using maximum likelihood techniques. The results indicate that (for targets

within the pilots field of view) the acquisition rate with PWI was approximately

six times greater than the rate without PWI,,i.e., 6 = 1 x 104/sec without

PWI, B = 6 x 104/sec with pWI. The following paragraphs show how these results

translate into cumulative probabilities of acquisition.

5.1.2 Acquisition Time Constants

The cumulative probability of acquisition is a function of the integrated

acquisition rate. For a given approach trajectory we can express A as a func-

tion of time. Then for a search beginning at time to befOre cOllision,

the probability of no acquisition when the time-to-collision has decreased

to tl can be shorn to be

P[nO acquisition] = exp

Jt
o
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When aircraft are on co-altitude zero miss distance courses the range

rate and visible area are constant. If we ignore any search which may have

occurred before the PWI alert appeared, then 6 is also constant at the D value

corresponding to alerted search. Under these conditions the expression for

cumulative probability may be greatly simpli.fied. Then the integral defined

above is

8
BA

,’.,

where Ta = — IS an acquisition time constant which is characteristic of the
?2

approach conditions. Thus
T -T

P[no acquisition] = exp [~] exp [~]

o 1

If the pilot began searching at infinity (t. = ~) , then Ta is the time-to-

collision at which the probability of no acquisition has fallen to e‘1 (36.8%).

The factor exp [Ta/to] is the factor by which the probability of no acquisition

is increased by failure to begin searching at infinity. If both pilots

involved in an erlcounter are searching, then the probability of neither pilot

acquiring is characterized by a Ta value which is just the sum of the T
a

values of the individual pilots.

It is convenient to define a value for T= for which visual acquisition

performance is acceptable. One way of doing this is to note that in order

to have 98% chance of having acquired by 20 seconds before collision, T
a

must be 80 seconds or greater. The value of Ta which will be achieved in actual

encounters depends upon aircraft sizes, airspeeds, and approach geometries.
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Fig. 5.3 provides Ta values for some specific cases of unobstructed search.

Note that for encounters between two type 1 aircraft, Ta is favorable except

for higher crossing angles, For type 1 searching for type 2, the larger size

of the target more than compensates for its increased closure rate. However,

for type 2 searching for type 1, the increased closure rate lowers T to values
a

unfavorable for acquisition.

5.1.3 Field of View Considerations

A further consideration arises from the fact that the pilot’s view in

some directions is obstructed by the airframe. Encounters in which the

view of the pilots of both aircraft ~s<obstructed are rare, but encounters

in which one pilot’s view is obstructed are commonplace. For example in

“tail chase” encounters the overtaking aircraft generally approaches from an

obstructed bearing. A threat may also approach from head-on below the nose

or from behind a wing. In flight tests it was found that pilots who received

alerts in obstructed sectors sometimes changed their position within the ,,

cockpit or maneuvered the aircraft in order to remove the obstruction. This

could result in acquisition of an aircraft which normally would not have been

seen. But more typically an approach from an obstructed sector precluded

acquisition. It can be inferred from Fig. 5.3 that for slow overtake tail

chase situations, the slow closure rate insures that the overtaking pilot will

acquire even if the pilot in the lead cannot. But in the case of the large

fast aircraft overtaking the small slow aircraft, the closure rate can be

substantial and the only pilot with an unobstructed view is the pilot who

must search for a small target.
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Fig.5-3. Acquisition time constants.
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5.1.4 Acquisition Probability With and Without PWI

Under the approach conditions defined in the previous paragraph, the

relationship between the cumulative probabilities of acquisition with and with-

out PWI can be expressed in terms of the 6 ratio as follows:

=l-(l-PO)
$li~o

‘1

where

‘1 = cumulative probability of acquisition with PWI

P. = cumulative probability of acquisition without PWI

61 = model c~stant with PWI

60 = model constant without PWI

Because this expression ia independent of the time-to-collision at which P
o

is specified, it is convenient to consider P. as corresponding to the

time at which visual acquisition is effective in allowing avoidance.

relationship is plotted in Fig. 5-4. It can be seen that for 61/60 =

latest

This

6 (the

ratio observed in the IPC flight teata), there is a high probability of

acquiring-with PWI whenever there ia even a modest probability of acquiring

without PWI.

5 .1.5 Analysis of Acquisition Failures

Vis,ual acquisition data is available for 272 subject pilot encounters. No

visual acquisition occurred in 75 (28%) of these encounters (see Fig. “~5). Fur-

thermore,”visual acquisition occurred within 3 scans of closest approach in an

additional 56 (21~()of the encounters. These 131 cases of apparent acquisition

failure were subjected to further analysis. In 76 of these cases the point of
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.

Fig.5-4. Predicted relationship between probability of acquisition
with and without PWI for various ratios of acquisition rates.
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RESULT OF VISUAL SEARCH

(272 TOTAti

CLOSEST POINT :OF:APPROACH
(131 TOTAL)

CPA lnml HORIZONTAL
OR 750 ft .VERT!.CAL

CPA = CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH

Fig.5-5. Selection of caaes of late or missing visual acquisition
for aircraft which approached close to each other.
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closest approach was greater than 1 nmi horizontally or greater than 750 feet

vertically. These cases do not represent acquisition failure for close approaches.

However, 55 cases remain in which closest approach waa within 1 nmi and

750 feet. When the crossing angles and approach bearings for these 55 cases

were examined, (Fig. 5-6) it was found that all but 8 occurred at larger creasing

angles above 120 degrees (where Ta

Four of the 8 failures were due to

IPC commands which required pilots

acquisition. One failure occurred

One was attributable to an airline

is marginal) or with obstructed approaches.

inadequate PWI search time followed by

to turn in a way that prevented visual

in the presence of a workload distraction.

pilo~ who did not normally fly see-and-avOid

and performed very poorly with respect to utilization of the PWI display.

~ One of the remaining two failures was at a mrginal T value. The other occur–
a

red with four scans of FPWI followed by a comand sequence for which the pilot

complained of having difficulties in pushing the acknowledgment button. Ac-

q“i~ition fail,lresappear to be due to either low Ta, obstructed. aperOach,

or workload distractions. IPC comands can distract the pilot and force

him to maneuver in a way that produces obstruction.

5.2 Visual Separation Assurance

% The subject pilot flight tests sought to determine the manner in which

typical Pilots flying under visual flight rules would utilize the IPC system.

In accepting such service, pilots were asked to modify several practices which

they were comfortable with and, on occaaion, to allow the evaluation of the IPC

system to override their om evaluation of the conflict situation.
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In order to understand and properly interpret pilot reactions to IPC,

it was necessary to understand the manner in which pilots were accustomed to

providing visual separation in the current

of visual separation assurance provided in

mation derived in two ways. First, the 80

VFR environment. The description

this section is based upon infor-

pilots who participated in the

flight test program were questioned in post-flight debriefings concerning the

acceptability of IPC performance and their replies provided insight into their

concerns and motivations. Secondly, a small number of missions were conducted

in which pilots were asked to choose their om encounter resolution maneuvers

without being influenced by IPC comands..

5.2.1 Comon See-and-Avoid Practices

VFR pilots provide their ow separation from other aircraft utilizing

the “see-and-avoid” concept. These pilots spend much of their time scanning

surrounding airspace to locate other aircraft. Passengers are encouraged by

the pilot to scan and to alert the pilot to other aircraft. Traffic advisories

are provided to VFR aircraft by radar controllers upon request and on a

workload p-ermitting basis. These advisories enhance the uncontrolled pilot’s

awareness of nearby aircraft.

men the pilot visually locates another aircraft, he judges whether it
!

is an imediate threat or is likely to become a threat to ow aircraft. Any

aircraft which constitutes an actual or

contact. The pilot is always concerned

other aircraft has seen him or is aware

potential threat is kept in visual

with whether or not the pilot of the

of his presence.
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The pilot continues on course until able to ascertain the relative flight

path of the other aircraft. In most cases, it becomes clear as the range

decreases that the aircraft will miss by an adequate margin in either the

horizontal or vertical plane. When the traffic is non-threatening, and is

seen to be clearly diverging, the pilot is willing to break visual contact.

But if it appears that the path of the other aircraft will bring it too close

to om aircraft (an individual pilot judgement) , and if the pilot of the other

aircraft has not started an evasive maneuver (another judgement) , the pilot

responds with an avoidance maneuver. This avoidance maneuver tends to be ~

gradual one during which the pilot ~intains visual contact at all times. I“

almost all cases, separation is provided by a maneuver of only one of the two

aircraft.

5.2.2 Visually Controlled Avoidance Maneuvers

A knowledge of the type of avoidance maneuvers executed under visual

control provides insight into several aspects of pilot/system interaction.

Pilot acceptance of IPC control is closely related to whether or not the

system is perceived as generating commands which are reasonable when compared

with the pilot !s visual evaluation of the encounters. A limited series of

PWI-only missions were conducted in order to detemine the timing and direc-

tions of visually controlled avoidance maneuvers in tests unbiased by the

presence of IPC commands. The PWI service was provided primarily to ‘enhance



pilot awareness of nearby traffic, thereby making the data collection process

more efficient (pilots unaware of near-miss situations can not react) . However,

the manner in which PWI was used provides additional insight into its use in

the complete IPC system and is of interest in light of suggestions for PWI-only

service as an implementation phase of IPC. Cements upon the effectiveness

of such a system can be found in Section 5.4.

PWI-Only Test Methodology

The PWI-only flights were conducted when visibility was greater than three

miles. For these flights, subject pilots were briefed to fly the drone over

a specific course requiring about one hour’of flight. They were briefed to

utilize the PWI to locate traffic and provide their ow separation when

necessary, reacting as they would normally. The tau threshold value for the

flashing proximity warning was 45 seconds. Approximately six near-miss

approaches were executed during the hour flight. The interceptor test pilot

was instructed to establish sufficient altitude separation

delay execution of avoidance maneuvers whenever possible.

burden of providing additional separation upon the subject

subject pilots participated in these flights and data were
x

for safety and to

This placed the

pilot. Eleven

collected on 80

encounters. Of these encounters approximately 10 percent were unplanned

conflicts with itinerant ATCRBS Mode C aircraft encountered in the test area.

Maneuver Plane Chosen

In 42 PWI-only encounters the pilots maneuvered to avoid. The choice

of maneuver plane was as follows :

horizontal only: 18 cases (42.9%)

vertical only: 13 cases (31.0%)

horizontal and vertical: 11 cases (26.2%)
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The data indicates no overwhelming preference of one maneuver plane as

opposed to the other. It appears that the choice of maneuver plane is partially

a function of

Pilots seemed

path ahead of

the pilot’s perception of

to prefer to turn to pass

them. But if an existing

they were likely to attempt to increase

Maneu\~er Magnitudes

the relative trajectory of the threat.

behind traffic which was crossing their

altitude separation could be perceived,

it.

The.avoidance maneuvers executed by pilots. seldom invok~ed rapid..or.

abrupt accelerations. Typical horizontal maneuvers consisted of.a 10-30” ““”

degreeheading change(see .Fig..5-7).,’.,After executing such head ing..changes

pilots then flew straight unless it became obvious that ‘something more was

required. In the “ertical dimension pilots tended to change..altitude..until

they could::see ~that ,rertical separation was guaranteed. Normally this.re=

quired an altitude change of about 300 f-t or less. Figure 5-8 provides

the distribution of altitude. changes observed during .PWI-only.e.ncounters.

Separations AccepCed by Pilots

No “regulation exists which requires maintenance of a standard separation

between aircraft operating under see-and-avoid. See-and-avoid pilots tend to

get fairly close to small or slow aircraft whenever they can perceive that no

collision threat exists. They maintain greater distances from larger or

faster aircraft since their control of these situations is less certain. The

minimum” acceptable separation from traffic is thus a matter of individual

pilot preference and judgement. Most closest approaches observed in the PWI-

only encounters were well within the minimum values IPC uses as range and
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altitude separation thresholds.

PWI-only encounters in which the

IPC command threshOld~ (tau < 30

The closest approach values resulting from

subject acquired the traffic visually and

seconds) were violated are shown in Fig. 5-9.

Pilots maneuvered in 59 percent of these encounter aituationa, The distribu-

tion of closest approaches for cases where the pilot maneuvered and for those

where no maneuver was detected are similar. This fact supports the contention

that pilots did not continue to maneuver until some predefine separation

was guaranteed. Instead they made limited magnitude corrections , and monitored

the threat visually until it was perceived that no collision would occur.

Over 80% of the subjects exercising see-and-avoid came within a half mile

horizontally and 400 feet vertically. The IPC algorithm thresholds for posi-

tive comands are a half mile horizontally and 1000 feet vertically (500 feet

vertically for VFR-IFR pairs) . Differences between visual and automated

system standards are to be expected. A perceived altitude separation of 200

feet is adequate when confirmed visually, but additional altitude aeparatio,n

may be required due to measurement inaccuracies for any system based upon

Mode C barometric altitude reports.

Maneuver Effectiveness”

In some instances pilots adopted an iterative approach to avoidance. They

made limited magnitude maneuvers and then flew straight and level in order to

determine whether or not they still appeared to be on a collision course. In

the few cases where the

maneuver was executed.

presence of PWI allowed

initial maneuver did not resolve the threat, another

The early visual acquisition brought about by the

this method of avoidance to be quite effective. Un-
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Fig.5-9 Closest approach analysis for PWI-only encounters
with pilot visual acquisition.
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fortunately it can not be inferred that the same level of effectiveness

would result in encounters without PWI in which pilots are startled by sudden

appearance Of traffic at close range and must hastily choose the maneuver

upon which their ultimate safety depends.

Ineffective maneuvers can arise when the pilot misperceives the relative

path of the threat. One visual “illusion” which has been observed in flight

tests arises when the interceptor is significantly faster than the drone and

is crossing in front. The subject pilot perceives that the interceptor is

further from the point of collision than is his om aircraft, but he does

not perceive the greater speed of the,,~terceptor. Consequently, he may

conclude that he is passing in front of the interceptor, and that a turn

behind maneuver cannot be executed. He may then turn away and decrease the

miss distance (Example 29 of Appendix C illustrates this phenomenon) . In the

few instances in which this phenomenon was observed, the pilot soon realized

that the turn was ineffective and then executed an alternative maneuver

(halting,

the pilot

important

reversing, or maneuvering in the vertical plane). The fact that

can visually monitor the effectiveness of his maneuver provides an

measure of protection against incorrect choice of initial maneuver

directions.

5.3 Pilot Response to PWI Service of IPC

This section reports on the pilot response to the proximity warning por–

tion of .IPC under normal flight test conditions for which both PWI and IPC

commands were available. Pilot response to PWI prior to visual acquisition

of the threat and pilot response subsequent to visual acquisition are discussed

as separate topics. Other results in the area of PWI design and utilization

are presented.
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See-and-avoid

aircraft were very

pilots who must provide their om separation from other

receptive to any system that would aid them in locating

nearby traffic. The enhanced acquisition capability* provided by PWI was

greatly appreciated. Many times pilots stated that they would never have seen

the traffic if PWI had not pointed it out. This was true in many cases of

potential near-miss situations. Pilots expressed surprise at how close the

traffic approached prior to PWI without being noticed. In such cases the

traffic was not necessarily considered an imediate threat when the pilot

located it. Ratber, the pilot was

failed to detect traffic which was

5.3.1 Pilot Use of PWI Prior

surprised that his normal search procedure

well within optical detection range.

to Visual Acquisition

Prior to visual acquisition or comands , a pilot’s only information about

the threat is contained in the PWI indications. The reaction of pilots to

unacquired threats was dependent upon whether or not the threat approach

bearing was in their field of view or was obstructed by the airframe. Pilots

tended to be relatively unperturbed by unacquired traffic at unobstructed

bearings . Th”eprevalent attitude was that the traffic would be seen if it

were a threat. This attitude may be conditioned by experience with today’s

%
ATC advisories which often alert pilots for aircraft which never approach

close enough to be considered a threat or even close enough to be seen. On

the Other hand, pilOts were apprehensive when alerted by PWI indications

at bearings for which the airframe blocked their view. They were uncom-

*
A quantitative assessment of the improvement in acquisition performance was
presented in Section 5.1.
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fortable knowing that traffic was nearby but not being able to visually

monitor the direction of approach. Pilots often stated that they would

greatly appreciate being infomed of the range to the traffic under these

conditions so that they could monitor the separation and ~ate of closure.

For some pilots the unease was alleviated by the knowledge that the IPC

System would transition to higher slam levels (i.e., flaShing PWI Or ~om-

mands) before a collision could take place. But such solace was prevalent

only in pilots who anticipated and had confidence in the effectiveness of the

eventual IPC comands. Pilots who had experience late or ineffective comanda

felt that visual monitoring was required.
, ,

Airframe blockage was observed most frequently in overtaking (tail chase)

encounters when the threat was at the 5, 6, and 7 o’clock PWI positions. But

blockage is a function of the individual aircraft window arrangement and air-

frame construction. The blockage effects of high wing and low wing designs

are different. Furthermore, pilots indicated that if weather or clouds had

obstructed their view, they would have had concerns similar to those produced

by airframe blockage.

Pilot Maneuvers Due to Unacquired Threat

The uncomfortable feeling caused by airframe blockage was translated

into a positive reaction by many pilots. This was especially true when

ordiriaryPWI’S persisted for several scans (as in slow overtake situations)

or when the flashing PWI was received. (The pilots were briefed that the

flashing PWI indicated an imediate threat and that when such an alarm was
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received they should attempt to locate the intruder

solve the situation) . Observed reactions generally

and be prepared to re-

took the form of a

maneuver toward the PWI bearing in an attempt to locate the intruder and to

assess the situation (see Example 30 of Appendix C). In the case of PWI’S

from directly behind (6 o’clock), pilots sitting in the left seat would often

momentarily bank left to be able to glance over their shoulder to locate the

traffic.

Effect of Maneuvers Prior to Visual Acquisition

Maneuvers executed when the pilot did not have a visual sighting of the

intruder often worsened the situation a,nd,decreased the ability of IPC to

resolve the encounter. Straight and level encounters were turned into

: maneuvering encounters with all the attendent resolution difficulties described

in Section 4.5. Miss distance and time to collision were reduced and tracker

lag was induced. Many times these maneuvers took the drone directly into the

path of the intruder (see Examples 30 and 31 of Appendix C).

Pilot Interpretation of PWI Information

When visual contact was lacking, pilots attempted to visualize the

threat on the basis of PWI position and the history of the PWI alert. Because

% PWI information is not adequate for this task, plausible assumptions were

made to complete the picture. Although they were cautioned in the pre-flight

briefing that the PWI should be used as an acquisition aid only, many pilots

felt compelled to act on the basis of their interpretation of the PWI data.

When their assumptions concerning the missing information were wrong, their

actions were often counterproductive.
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The information content of the PWI is detemined primarily by algorithm

thresholds and display design. The current PWI information consists of threat

bearing, relative altitude, and flashinglnon-flashing status. Major limita-

tions in information content are as follows: (1) che co-altitude PWI position

tells the pilct only that the threat is within 500 feet of own aircraft, but

not Whether the threat is above or below

leads to misinterpret ation.. Pilots were

without a visual sighting in response to

own altitude. This altitude ambiguity

obs.er-tiedto.maneuver vertically

a co-altitude PWI indication ,e”ep...

though this maneuver could he taking them .to%~ardthe altitude of .athreat

separatedby 400 or more feet in altitude.: Some pilots who were changing
,..,.

altitude.were observed to level off upon.receiving co-altitude PWI’S,

Occasionally ehis produced an accelerating threat which wo~lld have been a“erted

by continuation of the altitude rate. (2) Pilots cannot infer range to

the intruder since the Ph’Ihas a tau threshold for whichrange varies depending

upon whether it is a ,S1OW overtake

more, the tau threshold values are

ponder equipage and flight rules.

situation or a he”ad-on encounter. Furcher.-

varied according to differences in trans-

(3) Pilots often visualize an avoidance

maneuver toward the bearing location of the PWI alert as unproductive

% and a maneuver away as constituting avoidance. (Although as was previously

stated, some pilots will turn toward the PWI in an attempt to acquire rather

than attempt to avoid on the basis of PWI location) . The shaded region in

Fig. 5-10(a) indicates possible bearing loci for an aircraft producing a PWI

indication at one o’clock. If the encounter locus is at A then a turn by
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Fig.5-10(a, b). PWI location does not allow determination of directions
in which it is safe to turn.
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aircraft 2 toward the PWI light (to move the locus toward B2 = 0°) reduces

existing miss and a turn away increases miss. However, if the encounter

locus is at B then a turn toward the PWI is advisable and a turn away decreases

the miss distance. These specific geometries are illustrated in Fig. 5-10 (b).

The kind of information which pilots felt might allow them to better

visualize the threat is sinlilarto that provided by controllers when issuing

traffic advisories. A typical radar traffic advisory as issued by a controller

might be: traffic 2 o‘clock, 6 miles, southbound , fast-moving military jet,

6000 feet. Current PWI information does not include such explicit

information about the intruder range, flight path, speed, or Mode C altitude.
, ..

Nor does the PWI indicate which maneuvers would increase the collision hazard.

Additional information that might be helpful in the IPC context would be the

flight rules the intruder was operating under and whether it was IPC-equipped

(and therefore also able to receive collision avoidance instructions) .

Effect of PWI Upon Planned Maneuvers

The IPC concept does not forbid pilots from maneuvering in the presence

of unacquired PWI-indicated traffic. In flight testing it was found that

some pilots are likely to continue existing turns or altitude rates, even if

they result in motion toward an unacquired PWI-indicated threat. Example 32

of Appendix C shows a pilot continuing to climb while receiving a PWI indication

from a target above. The pilot rationale for this action was that if the climb

were dangerous a commnd to stop climbing or a descend comand would be issued.

One pilot stated that he would not be interested in searching for the PWI-

indicated traffic unless it was indicated co-altitude. He felt that if the
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traffic was greater than

threat. It appears that

for aircraft they cannot

or if they have searched

500 feet from ow altitude it did not constitute a

many pilots will react complacently to PWI warnings

locate if they have confidence in the comand back-up

an unobstructed bearing and found no traffic. Thus

PWI warnings should not be viewed as an alternative to negative commands in

situations in which maneuvers are truly hazardous.

5.3.2 Other PWI Results

Pilot Use of PWI to Avert Commands

The IPC concept suggests that pilots use the PWI warnings to locate their

traffic and provide their om visual separation, thus obviating the need for

command generation. The flight test experience has show that this is not

practicable. Only on rare occasions ,during the testing were pilots successful

in averting comands by initiating a maneuver. This was true for several

reasons . First, most pilots chose not to maneuver during the period between

visual acquisition and comanda. As was discussed in Section 5.2.2, see-and-

avoid pilots delayed maneuvers until aircraft were close enough to permit

adequate visual evaluation of the nature of the threat. IPC comands often

came before such evaluation had occurred. Secondly, pilots accepted separa-

tions which were substantially less than those which IPC can tolerate. Finally,

even if pilots began maneuvers, the delays in aircraft and tracker response did

not allow resolution to be confirmed in the (nominal) 15 seconds between the

flashing PWI alert and commands.
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PWI Accuracy

Pilots cemented on discrepancies in intruder position and PWI clock

position due to crab angle induced by wind and tracker lag (during turning

maneuvers) , but were not overly concerned with them.

with radar advisories from controllers

felt that they did not cause any great

Mistaken Identity

On a few occasions pilots mistook

PWI was indicating. The misidentified

were aware of

difficulty.

Pilots who were familiar

similar phenomena and

another aircraft for the one which the

aircraft was normally either beyond

the PWI threshold or not included in the IPC system (e.g., non-transponder or
,“.,

non-Mode C equipped) . Typically pilots were able to quickly recognize their

mistakes upon discovering that the PWI clock position changes did not track

the visually acquired traffic or upon realizing that the sighted traffic was

not threatening enough to produce the PWI alarm. A quick search then usually

revealed the PWI-indicated traffic. The pilots expressed confidence in their

ability to distinguish the PWI-indicated traffic from other traffic visually

acquired.

5,4 COments Upon a PWI-Only Service

PWI-only service has been mentioned as a possible implementation phase

of IPC. The PWI-only flight tests (described in

acquisition data gathered during the flight test

cements to be made concerning such proposals.

section 5.2 .2) and the visual

program enable some relevant
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P ilots flying with PWI-only service were much more apprehensive concern-

ing PWI–indi cated traffic approaching from obstructed bearings than were

pilots flying with full IPC service. There was a greater inclination to turn

in order to acquire overtaking traffic. The safety implications of this

behavior may be minimal in terms of its effect upon visual separation assurance

if tl,e overtaking pilot has acquired and is maintaining visual contact. But

such maneuvers are in conflict with the objectives of an automated resolution

system which seeks to follow PWI with comands (see Section 5.3.1) . Enhanced

information content of the PWI advisory

concerns in these situations, and avoid

usage which are inconsistent with later

into a PWI/resolution system.

may be required to reduce pilot

the establishment of modes of PWI

evolution of the PWI-only system

In many cases pilots appeared to be responding to the cues presented

by PWI and not acting entirely upon their om visual perception of the situa-

tion. In particular, the flashing PWI with its audio alarm created an air

of urgency which caused some pilots to react sooner than they would have

ordinarily-. This theory is reinforced when analyzing the results for those

encounters in which the pilots were unable to visually locate the traffic.

* Sixty percent of the time these subjects maneuvered using the flashing PWI

indications to choose maneuver directions. In such cases, an incorrect

visualization of the situation (see Section 5. 3.1) could result in maneuvers

being ineffective or detrimental. Enhanced PWI could reduce the likelihood

of a hazardous PWI-induced maneuver and assist the eventual transition to

a full resolution service.
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See-and-avoid pilots were enthusiastic about the benefits of PWI. The

service certainly increases the probability that approaching aircraft will be

seen. Such a service would relieve the controller of the need to provide

adviseries and would

controller workload.

a great many mid-air

guarantee the availability of advisories regardless of

There is little doubt that PWI-only service would prevent

collisions which currently occur under see-and-avoid

conditions. But it must be recognized that such a service is limited in

effectiveness. In certain situations (e.g., rapid closure, reduced atmo-

spheric visibility) the visual acquisition performance of the pilot may be

inadequate even when aided by PWI. This limitation is most significant for
, .,

high performance aircraft flying IFR. A second possible limitation is that

in certain cases pilots may choose ineffective maneuvers even when acquisition

at adequate lead times has occurred. Collisions resulting due to incorrect

maneuvers are unlikely however, if the pilot utilizes PWI properly and visually

monitors the effectiveness of his maneuver (see Section 5.2.2) .

- FAR Parts

a PWI.

the resulting

In a few cases, pilots who had wandered from their intended altitude (usually

chosen to correspond with the ,:cuising altitude hemisphere rules

91.109, 91.121) maneuvered to return to altitude upon receipt of

Although compliance with intended altitude is generally prudent,

maneuver sometimes carried the pilot toward the altitude of the traffic rather

than away.

In.sumary, the data gathered during the flight tests supports the view

that PWI-only service can significantly improve see-and-avoid performance and

that an acceptable ~tiI-onlydesign is readily achievable. Performance can be

improved by enhancing the information content of the PWI advisory .
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5.5 Pilot Response to lPC Commands

IPC comands were discussed in Section 4 in terns of the algorithmic

objectives. There the principal focus was upon the ability of the logic to

choose commnds which would avert collisions if pilots complied with comands

in a nominal fashion. This section discusses the pilot’s ability and will-

ingness to utilize the comands generated

tion. Section 4 identified certain cases

failed to achieve its desired objectives.

by the IPC system to assure separa-

in which the algorithmic logic

Pilot reaction to comands were

understandably unfavorable in these situations. A single algorithmic failure

was observed to have a long-lasting effect upon pilot confidence in the IPC

system. However, the encounters flom during subject pilot missions were

generally chosen

gate algorithmic

strategies which

to illustrate nominal system performance and not to investi-

weaknesses. Such flight testing revealed that resolution

appeared highly consistent with the objective of assuring

separation were often rejected as unacceptable by the subject pilots. The

basis of this difficulty lies in the fact that the IPC resolution logic pursues

the goal {f assuring separation by decisions based upon radar reports while

the pilot is motivated by other concerns and other information. The resulting

compatibility problem is discussed in the remainder of this section.

j’ 5.5..1 Comands Prior to Satisfactory Visual Evaluation

Subject pilot reactions to comands differed significantly depending

upon whether or not the pilot had.achieved a satisfactory visual evaluation

of the threat. Pilots were generally concerned about PWI-indicated threats
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whj.ch they had not acquired or which were acquired at a range which did not

allow satisfactory visual evaluation of the other aircraf t‘s relative tra-

jectory. Pilots who were unable to acquire in spite of an extended period

of PWI-aided search were usually relieved to receive comands which instructed

them concerning safe courses of action. Pilots who had acquired a threat

but were unable to evaluate it tended to accept comands as the best course

of action in view of the fact that the system might have detected a developing

collision which they themselves were yet unable to perceive.

Turns Toward PWI Bearinga

When instructed to turn toward the PWI indicated bearing of an unacquired
, ..

threat in order to resolve an encounter, several pilots felt that something

was wrong. They felt that a left turn could not be correct if the other

aircraft was on their left. It did not occur to these pilots that the indi-

cated traffic could be moving left to right and that the position at closest

aeerOach could be to the right even though current position was to the left.

The IPC concept engenders confusion on this point. Pilots are told to use

the ordtiary PWI to determine whether the direction which they intend to maneuver

is clear of traffic. It is implied that maneuvers away from PWI bearings are

% safe. Example 33 of Appendix C illustrates a situation in which a subject

pilot initiated a turn away from the PWI indication and then receives an IPC

command toward the PWI indication. When visual acquisition had occurred in

such situations, pilots themselves generally chose to turn toward the PWI

indicated traffic. Pilots were also perplexed by negative comands which
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prohibited turning

likely that if the

away from PWI bearings (Example 34 of Appendix C) . It is

IPC concept were corrected and pilots were briefed to

expect such situations before

these comands acceptable.

5.5.2 Comands After

In many encounters pilots

evaluation of the threat prior

tion was readily achie”ed “hen

due to modest closure rates or

After obtaining a satisfactory

1

<

>eing exposed to the system, they would find

satisfactory Visual Evaluation

were able to achieve a satisfactory visual

to issuance of IPC commands. Such an evalua-

the (3D) separation at cmmand issuance was small

due to an approach in the vertical dimension,

visual evaluation pilots normally felt that

they were capable of controlling the situation or that an adequate miss

: was guaranteed by the existing trajectories. IPC comands which then appeared

often conflicted with the pilot’s evaluation and were viewed as being unneces-

sary or unsafe. In such situations some subject pilots were able to suspend

their judgement and follow commands. Other pilots modified

to the commands or refused to follow the comands at all.

Fig~rQ 5-11 provides insight into the extent to which

their response

visual evaluation

capability affected willingness to promptly comply with comands . The fig-

%
ure shows the he:,dingchange executed by pilots in the first 16 seconds

following the receipt of positi”e turn comands . Each point is identified

according to whether the pilot had achieved visual acquisition at the time

of the command. For purposes of discussion, a pilot will be considered to

be complying if he altered heading by 30° or more. It can be seen that the
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probability of compliance was greatly

visually at the time of the

appeared to be more willing

longer ranges (greater than

ranges. This is consistent

ings that refusal to comply

ation at close range rather

The pilot’s ability to

comand.

decreased if the pilot had acquired

It should also be noted that pilots

to comply when the acquired traffic was at

10000 feet) than when the traffic was at shorter

with the conclusion derived from pilot debrief-

is normally based upon the pilots visual evalu-

than a feeling that comands occurred too early.

visually evaluate a threat has been discussed in

Section 5.3.1. It is important to recognize that at closer ranges the pilot’s

visual evaluation may be superior to tie evaluation of a radar-based algorithm.

The pilot may perceive altitude differences which cannot be reliably measured

by Mode-C barometric altimetry (which is quantized in 100 foot increments) .

The pilot may also perceive a horizontal miss distance which cannot be

accurately detected by radar tracking. Furthermore, the pilot has access to

information unavailable to the IPC system. He can judge the attitude of .

the other aircraft to determine whether or not it has initiated an avoidance

maneuver. ” He also knows the attitude of his om aircraft, its capabilities,

and his intentions. All these points suggest there is justification to the

pilot ts conviction that his visual evaluation should supercede the evaluation

of the IPC system. me existence of infrequent incidents of optical illusion

does not intimidate pilots who are consistently successful in achieving visual

separation and who feel that an electronic instrument is much more likely

to mislead them than are their om eyes .
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Maintenance of Visual COnt:lCt

It was stated in Section 5.2.1 that one of the most fundamental rules

of visual. separation was to maintain visual contact with the threat until

all danger of collision is .paat. me comands issued by the IPC system often

forced pilots to lose visual contact by requiring them to bank away from the

threat or by causing them to turn until the threat was located at their rear.

Pilots often considered such maneuvers unsafe since they caused them to

lose sight of their traffic. In such instances pilots refused to comply with

comands or complied to only a token extent. Examples 35, 36, and 37 of

Appendix C illustrate this behavj.nr., ..

Effect of Observing Other Aircraft 1s Maneuver

In Section 5.2.1 it waa observed that in normal see-and-avoid practices

only one aircraft maneuvers to assure separation. IPC normally issues comands

to both aircraft. Some pilots did not consider it necessary to maneuver if

they observed the other aircraft initiating a maneuver. In such cases the

entire burden for resolving the encounter was placed upon the first aircraft

to begin avoidance.

Effects of Non-Compliance

Non-compliance by one pilot in

sequences for the other pilot. me

an encounter can have undesirable non-

complying pilot may be forced to execute

a maneuver of excessive magnitude in order to achieve the separation required

by the IPC system. Furthermore, the maneuver may be ineffective (e.g.,

slow speed aircraft in path of fast aircraft) . In some caees the compliance
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with the comand by only one aircraft decreases miss distance and frustrates

the separation strategy chosen by the visually motivated pilot. Both pilots

often emerge from such an encounte]:with decreased confidence in IPC comands.

Pilot Suggestions

Pilots made several suggestions concerning possible re$ol”tion of the

compatibility problem. It Was suggested that an “I‘ve got it” button be pro-

vided to enable the pilot to accept responsibility for visual separation

(analogous transfers of control occur in today’s ATC system between controllers

and pilots) . Pilots also implied that additional information explaining or

justifying comands might allow them tg ,accept comands with greater confi-

dence. They also suggested altering the resolution logic to achieve greater

agreement with visual separation practices.

5.5.3 Other Results Concerning Pilot Response to Commands

Indeterminate Nature of Commands

men a green command arrow was lighted, pilots were briefed tO prOmptly

initiate a maneuver in the direction of the arrow and maintain that maneuver

until comand termination. Pilots were not informed of the magnitude of the

heading or altitude changes which would be required. The indeterminate

% nature of these comands was contrary to normal flying procedure. Pilots

wished to anticipate the desired change in order to choose appropriate maneuver

rates and to assess the consequences upon other flight objectives (e.g., clear-

ance from’clouds or terrain, or de”iation from course) .
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Maneuver Magnitudes

Pilots often complained that IPC commands persisted for too long and

required excessive deviations from course. Recall that under see-and-avoid

conditions pilots resolve encounters with heading changes of 10-30 degrees.

Figure 5-12 indicates the heading changes required by IPC. It can be seen

that in about 65% of the cases heading changes of 60° or more were required.

A princip21 reason for such large heading changes is that the IPC tracker may

lag far behind the actual aircraft heading and thus commands may continue

after the hazard has been resolved. Another factor contributing to large

heading changes is the tendency of the system to wait until the aircraft
,“..

are very close before issuing comands rather than initiating resolution

sooner when modest heading deviations would resolve the encounter.

Maneuver Rates

Subject pilots were briefed that when a turn comand was displayed a

response with a bank angle of 20 degrees would produce safe resolution (Ref. 6

page 12) . They were also instructed that an extra margin of safety could be

provided by turning with a steeper bank angle. As previously discussed, some

pilots modified their response according to their perception of the threat

while. some others refused to follow the command. Figure 5-13 compares

the subject pilot turn rate between the third and fourth scan (14 see) of

horizontal positive comands with the turn rate between the fifth and sixth

scan (22 see) of horizontal positive comands (only cases in which positive

comands persisted for at least six consecutive scans are included) . The
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Fig.5-13. Subject pilot turn rates at 14 and 22 seconds
after horizontal comands were received.
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data reve:lls a texldencyfor pilots to respond to

four scans at ,Lnaverage rate of approximately 3

horizontal comands after

degrees/second, decreasing

this a~~erage rate thereafter. This tendency appears to be the result of

pilots anticipating the ternlinationof commal~dsor feeling they are being

required to execute excessive maneuvers.

Subjects were briefed that when flying low performance aircraft, clind>s

should be nladewith the best rate of climb and descents should be made using

a vertical rate of at least 1000 feet per minute (Ref. 6 pg. 12) . When flying

higher perfomallce aircraft pilots were briefed that a vertical rate of 1000

feet per minute was adequate, with higher” rates providing an extra margin Of

altitude separation. A rate of 1000 feet per minute would result in an alti-

tude change of 66 feet for each antenna scan. The subject”s vertical response

(Fig. 5-14) during the vertical command sequence shows that the majority of

pilots responded at less than the recommended rates. After 8 scans (32

seconds) only about one-third had achieved more than 300 feet change in

altitude. “Zoom climbs’1 in which a pilot sacrifices airspeed for a maximum

climb rate) “werevery rare. Pilots generally considered the zoom climb an

undesirable maneuver.

Responsibility of Overtaking Aircraft

Pilots receiving indications of tra<fic behind them (at 6 0 ‘clock) felt

that they should not receive positive c’omands in this situation -- they felt

that the overtaking aircraft should,be responsible for the resolution. They

preferred that the overtaking aircraft be vectored around the slower aircraft

{~ith the slower perhaps being given a negative comand to prevent an inadvertent

blunder into the traffic,
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Fig.5-14. Subject pilot response to IPC vertical commands.
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Confusing Message Transitions

In some encounters the PWI’s and commands displayed to the pilot under-

went rapid and counter-intuitive changes which confused the pilot and made it

impossible for him to react properly to the information being displayed. A

common sequence of changes might involve displaying an initial ordinary PWI

then a flashing PWI, a negative comland, a Positive comand in one plane,

an additional command in the other plane, and a final ordinary PWI. All these

transitions could occur within a

persisted for only two scans and

could begin responding to them.

with command reversals. In some

command was reversed on the same

30 second interval. Many comand states

were thus changed almost before the pilot

Seriotis’difficulties arose in connection

encounters the direction of a horizontal

scan during which an additional vertical

comand was added, Pilot !s sometimes read the additional vertical comand

but failed to note the comand reversal and continued turning in a direction

OPPOsite tO that requested by the new commnd (see Example 38 of Appendix C).

At other times the reversal destroyed the credibility of the system’s resolu-

tion strategy and pilots simply refused to follow the reversed command (see

Example 39 of Appendix C) .

5.5.4 Pilot Acknowledgement

The,pilot acknowledgement feature of IPC exhibited

which led to unsatisfactory test results during subject

several deficiencies

pilot testing. Areas

of major difficulty are detailed below:

Con= The meaning and purpose of the

never clearly defined in a consistent concept

pilot acknowledgement were

statement. The IPC algorithm



documel)t (Ref. 2) states that “Each IPC ‘do! or ‘don’t ! message is acknowledged

by the pilot activating a ‘will comply’ or ‘won’t comply’ switch. ..”.

Since the inception of the flight test program other statements and documenta-

tion have substantially altered the above concept. First, the “won’t comply”

switch has been eliminated, thus allowing the pilot only a single affirmative

response option. Secondly, the “will comply” meaning was eliminated. Pilots

were briefed that comands were mandatory and they were expected to acknowledge

every command, complying with that cowand to the extent practicable. Thus

pilots acknowledged even when they could or would not comply at all. These

changes resulted in the acknowledgement button losing most of its information,..

content and becoming little more than a manual duplication of the D~S

technical acknowledgement feature (simply meaning “message received”) . This

point is shown clearly in Fig. 5-15 which presents the distributions of turn

magnitudes executed by acknowledging and non-acknowledging pilots. The

amount of information in the ack~owledgement is determined by the extent to

which its presence alters our a priori estimate of the distribution of pilot

responses.. It can be seen from the figure that the distribution of turn

magnitudes is essentially independent of whether or not the pilot acknowledged.

% Cockpit Implementation

The flight test implementation of the pilot acknowledgement feature was

modified during the testing to reflect the concept changes mentioned. For

,example,when the acknowledgement had a “will comply” connotation the aural

alarm was sounded for only a fixed period following the appearance of comands .

men it was decided that acknowledgement should imply only “message received”
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IATC-85(5-15)I

ACKNOWLEDGING PILOTS

NON-ACKNOWLEDGING PILOTS

II
&

30”

~ ““6@

60” 90° 1200 150” 1800

TURN EXECUTED (deg)
DURING HORIZONTAL COMMAND SEQUENCE

Fig. 5-15. Relation of acknowledgement statua to turns executed by aubject
pilots in reeponse to IPC horizontal comands.
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the aural alarm was sounded continuously until the pilot acknowledged. This

resulted in pilots pushing the button to silence the alarm.

Other factors modified during the testing included the location of the

button, its size, and the feedback which tells the pilot whether the button

has been properly pushed. Some pilots objected to having to return their

attention to the instrument panel in order to locate and push the button.

Others stated that the button was too small, poorly located (on the IPC dis-

play) , poorly lighted, and did not provide a physical indication (“click”) when

properly activated. A larger button providing the requested feedback was

placed within easy reach on the yoke in each of the test aircraft. This

,’.,
revised installation did not fully resolve the issue.

Pilot Workload Considerations

The pilot’s successful use of the acknowledgement button depends upon

workload constraints. There was concern that the effort of acknowledging

would delay the initiation of the avoidance maneuver. Therefore, pilots were

briefed to push the button after the avoidance maneuver had been initiated;

Under the stressful conditions of avoidance, the button was often forgotten

until after the eight seconds allowed for acknowledgement had passed. In the

eight seconds following the abrupt appearance of a comand a pilot must read

the display, decide if he can comply, and put the airplane into the maneuver.

Pilots were often attempting to visually acquire the traffic at the same time.

The neglect of workload items of lesser importance in this time interval is

understandable.
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In later teats when the button controlled the continuous alarm it

became the first thing many pilots attended to. Pilots pushed tbe button

automat ically to silence the slam before reading the display and executing

requested maneuvers.

Algorithm Response

The IPC algorithm tested made radical changes in control strategy based

upon the presence or abaence of acknowledgement. For instance, if acknowledge-

ments were received from two conflicting VFR aircraft the issuance of additional

commands were suppressed for the duration of the declared conflict regardless

of the outcome. If a VFR aircraft was in conflict with an IFR aircraft and
, .,

the VFR failed to acknowledge, additional comands were sent to

mands to both dimensions were simultaneously issued to the IFR,

whether the IFR threshold values were exceeded.

Benefits

The benefits of any pilot input feature must outweigh the

associated with its use. These benefits should be apparent if

the VFR and com-

regardlesa of

Inconvenience

:he pilot

is to be motivated to use the feature. It was found in testing that pilots

felt they received no benefit from acknowledging. In fact some pilots even

% welcomed the additional comnd which was usually issued when they were declared

non-acknowledging. They felt it provided an additional option for resolving

the conflict.

In sumary, the pilot acknowledgement feature was not found to be a

necessary or beneficial element of the IPC design. It was not satisfactory
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accord i.ngto the followi~lg crjteria: adequate motivation for the pilot, clear

meaning of input, easily ,,sedhardware, sufficient time to respond, appropriate

use of input by the system.

5.5.5 Cockpit Workload

Cockpit workload was impacted only minimally, in the VFR environment

of the flight tests, by proximity warnings or negative comands. However, the

issuance of positive comands to avoid a nearby aircraft increased the cock-

pit workload considerably.

The proximity warning service aided pilots in the performance of their

search task, thus reducing their wor~lo.ad. Pilots were able to locate traffic

earlier, thus allowing additional time to make avoidance decisions . This pro-

vided a sense of increased protection from nearby aircraft.

the tone accompanying the ordinary PWI, pilots complained of

the IPC display as part of their instrument scan procedure.

In tests without

having to include

Pilots were

briefed that this was unnecessary because they should be concerned with these

ordinary PWI’s only when they intended to maneuver. Then they were to use

the PWI to locate the traffic before initiating a maneuver. Pilots , however,

preferred to be aware of the ordinary PWI as soon as it was presented. Thus

the audio tone accompanying the ordinary PWI was welcomed as it allowed pilots

to fly their aircraft without continual reference to the IPC display to

determine whether nearby traffic was being indicated. Pilots also felt that

negative” comands reduced their workload. Knowing how to stay out of trouble

with nearby aircraft reduced the time devoted to threat evaluation, especially
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when the traffic could not be located visually. Pilots did not consider the

negative commands as o“erly restrictive. Normally they had no intention of

maneuvering and the negative command did not affect their flight path. If

they did have a desire to maneuver in the direction prohibited, they thought

it prudent to delay or modify their maneuver until they had acquired the

aircraft causing the comand.

The receipt of positive comands in the cockpit” caused the workload to

increase dramatically. Pilots attempted to evaluate the effect of the com-

manded maneuvers Ilponthe conflict situation, their om objectives, and the

status of their aircraft. Minimal warning situations increased the pilot
,’.,

stress due to the reduced time available for understanding and interpreting

the strategy being imposed on the encounter by the comand.

men commnds were changed several times during a single encounter (due

tO positive/negative transitions, comand reversal, or addition of co~and~)

pilots often felt that they were unable to evaluate the implications of such

instructions but were being forced to suspend their judgement and blindly

follow the instructions of the system, Pilots who prided themselves upon

cautious, methodical flying felt that they were no longer in control of the

situation. If pilots were placed in this uncomfortable position by an IPC

command which had prevented visual acquisition (see Section 5 .4) , they often

indicated that they would subsequently refuse to comply with such comands.

In certain rapidly changing threat situations IPC may have to alter the

display more rapidly than is desirable from the human factors vie~oint. But

the current IPC resolution logic often exhibits this rapid display change in

routine conflicts.
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The presence of multiple PWI indications can create a situation in

which the pilot’s shility to read the display, search for traffic, and

interpret displayed information is exceeded.

In sumary, single PWI alerts and negative commands appeared to be

very compatible with workload constraints and often reduced the normal pilot

workload.. Positive comands resulted in increased workload. Rapidly changing

positive commands and multiple PWI alerts often o~7erloaded pi.lot.sand resulted.

in unfa-<orable reactions.

5.6 Other Subject Pilot Results

5.6.1 The IPC .Di.splay
., .

A single IPCdisplay, design was utilized

since.the investigation OF alternat~<e cockpit

throughout the flight testing.

display ..designswas beyond the

scope of the test program. Very little familiarization was requiredto enable

pilots to .r.eadthe IPC display (Fig. 2.1) . Some pilots felt that the display

was too elaborate for the amount.of information provided. They seemed to

feel that a unit with 36 lights should provide more than just threat bearing

and the three altitude bins. They often mentioned threat range and abovelbelow

threat altitude as desired information (see Section 5.3.1).

Some pilots objected to the red color of the proximity warning lights.

They felt red should be reserved for emergency situations and that amber would

be a better choice for PWI. The LED lights used were often washed-out by

sunlight and therefore unreadable during daylight operations. The LED’s were

too bright in the dark cockpit during night operations (see Section 5.6 .2).
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~egat ive Comands Reinforcing Positive Commands

Green arrows are used to indicate to the pilot the direction in which

to maneuver. Each arrow is accompanied by a red X to indicate that a

mneuver in the opposite direction is expressly prohibited. Pilots felt

this practice was not only redundant and unnecessary but that it cluttered

the display thus reducing readability. Pilots who had trained themselves

to ignore the red X‘s and look only for the positive comand indications

(green arrow) could fail to note a lone negative comand which was accompanied

by a positive comand in the opposite plane.

PWI Audio Alert , ..

During initial testing an audio alert was provided for only the flashing

: PWI indications. However, mny pilots cemented that

also accompany the ordinary PWI (see Section 5.5.5) .

In later missions a single tone was provided for

an audio alarm should

the ordinary PWI and

a double tone for the more urgent flashing PWI. It is possible that a single

slam at the beginning of a PWI sequence would suffice rather than a series

of alarms indicating various stages of conflict development.

A volume control for the PWI audio alert is recommended to allow pilots

% to adjust the amplitude of

the distraction associated

communicantion, navigation,

These pilots could utilize

acceptable level.

warning desired. Some pilots were concerned with

with many alerts while busy performing critical

and cockpit duties during terminal operations.

such a control to reduce intrusiveness to an
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5.6.2 JPC at Night

Several IPC missions were flom at night in order to explore differences

between pilot reactions under daylight and night visual conditions. In

contrast to daylight operations, pilots flying at night were consistently able

to acquire traffic before PWI indications were recei”ed. Aircraft flashing

strobe lights or rotating beacon lights were normlly visible at ranges of

10 miles or more. However, once acquired, pilots found it much more difficult

to visually evaluate the nature of the threat presented by the traffic. In

particular, range to the traffic was clifficult to estimate. Often several

aircraft were visible at once. In ~@se situations the PWI ser”ed a valuable

function in informing the pilot as to which of the aircraft constituted a

threat. But the difficulties of visual evaluation increased the level of

concern experienced upon receipt of a PWI or comand. Pilots valued commands

as a solution to a threat situation “hich they could not easily ~“aIuate

visually, but there was also increased apprehension concerning commands since

the effectiveness of the comands was not readily monitored by visual means.

Pilots seemed to feel just as strongly as they had in the daytime that

maneuvers should not caus,ethem tO 10se sight of their traffic.

Most of the other results mentioned previously with respect

flying were also observed at night. Pilots felt that the system

wrong in requiring maneuvers of large magnitude even though they

always confirm this

much information as

impression visually.

possible from the PWI

They also attempted to

to daytime

must be

could not

extract as

indications . In this respect they
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reacted in a mnner si,nilarto pilots flying in daylight who were unable to

acquire. They expressed frustration that the PWI was unable to provide them

with the range and relative altitude of traffic.

Pilots also cemented upon the brightness of the IPC display. They felt

that its brightness adversely affected their night vision. Display brightness

was”not adjustable on the displays used in flight testing and pilots suggested

that such adjustability be added.

5.7 Sumary of Subject Pilot Results

Subject pilot flights evaluated the reactions of pilots flying under

visual flight rules to the PWI and resolution service offered by the IPC sys-, .,

tern. It was found that the visual acquisition performance of pilots could be

mathematically modeled as a non-homogenous Poisson process in which the rate

of acquisition is proportional to the angular area of the traffic. Test data

indicates that PWI alerts increased the rate of visual acquisition by a factor

of approximately 6. Pilot reaction to the enhanced acquisition capability

provided by PWI was highly favorable. When pilots were unable to visually

acquire indicated traffic, reactions to PWI were mixed. When failure to

acquire was due to airframe blockage, pilots sometimes felt compelled to

maneuver in order to obtain an unobstructed view of the threat. These

maneuvers sometimes resulted in a decrease in existing separation. On some

occasions pilots attempted to avoid based upon PWI information which was

inadequate for choosing a suitable maneuver. Frustration with the limited

information content of the PWI alert was expressed in these situations.
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The concept of pilots utilizing the PWI to visually acquire and provide

their ow separation from traffic, thus eliminating the need for commands was

found to be unworkable. Comands were generally generated before the subject

pilots “ere close enough to decide on a course of action, or before the IPC

tracking could react to the effects of their maneuvers. Pilots recognized b“t

were not overly concerned with PWI bearing error due to wind induced crab and

tracking lag during turns. They expressed confidence in their ability to

distinguish the PWI-indicated traffic from other traffic acquired visually.

Conflict resolution using see-and-avoid techniques was investigated
, ..

in a small number of flights in which pilots resolved conflicts without

IPC commands. NO overwhelming preference for either vertical or horizontal

maneuvers was apparent. When appropriate, pilots preferred a slight turn to

pass behind traffic crossing their path ahead of them. Pilots felt it

essential to keep the traffic in sight while it posed a potential threat.

Conflicts were resolved by one of the aircraft executing a small magnitude

maneuver in either the horizontal (10-30 degree heading change) or vertical

(change of 300 feet or 12ss in altitude) dimension or some combination of the

two. Pilots monitored the effectiveness of these maneuvers visually until the

threat had passed. In over 80 percent of the conflicts using see-and-avoid

the aircraft closed to within the positive comand thresholds of the IPC algorithm.

Experimental results revealed that pilots with visual contact felt comfortable

even though separation from

only 1500 feet laterally or

another similar general aviation aircraft was

200 feet vertically.
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Pilots responded favorably to IPC comands when they could not locate

their traffic or when they had not approached close enough for effective

visual evaluation of the threat. But once satisfactory visual evaluation of

the threat was achieved, the pilots felt that visual separation assurance

should take precedence over automated resolution. Mandatory comands were

then felt to be an imposition on their authority, forcing them to relinquish

control of readily controllable situations. The comands often conflicted

with the pilot’s evaluation, and produced a feeling that the comands were

unnecessary Or unsafe. Pilots objected,.t?being forced to lose sight of the

traffic. They were unhappy with executing large magnitude maneuvers and they

: generally were uncomfortable with being placed into open-ended maneuvers.

When one pilot refused to comply with IPC comnds, the commands issued to

the other pilot could be ineffective, detrimental, or of excessive magnitude.

The above observations involving subject pilots provide considerable

insight into the ultimate success of an automated collision avoidance system.

Many pilots suggested, and the PWI-only test verified, that they will be

comfortable with relatively small miss distances, provided that they can

% continuously monitor the traffic visually. Some felt strongly enough to

recomend that there be an “I‘ve got it” button which the pilot could use to

signal the system that he is accepting responsibility for separation from a

particular aircraft. It appears that the success of IPC in giving acceptable
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advice to pilots will be greatest befOre visual evaluation when the sYstem

clearly knows more about the situation than the pilots. But whenever the

pilots obtain a

is likely to be

good visual assessment of the threat, automted resolution

compromised by independent pilot behavior.

, .,
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A.1 AllAircraft Pair

APPENDIX A

RELATIVE MOTION ANALYSIS

as a Dynamic. System

For analytical purposes the motion of a pair of air,:raftmay be modeled

in terms of a dynamic system for which a set of state variables provide a

complete description of the state of sy:;temat any given instant . The manner

illwhicl} tilesestate variables change with time under given control inputs is

determined by a set of differential equations k(lownas state equations. The

particular cl)oice[Ifstate variables for a given system is not unique (e.g.,

many different coordinate systems ~ould be choseT~)but the number of inde-

pendent vari.lbleswhich are required for a svstem of given complexity is

unique. Be!ause analysis of collision avoidance requires only a knowledge of

how a.ircraft n]overelative to one another, the dynamic system employed in

analysis can be silnplified in order to utilize the minimum number of variables

which adequately describe relative motion. For the analysis whi(:h follows it

will be :.lssu,)tedthat during the course of :~nencounter aircraft fly at con-

stant airspeeds a~ldthat all colltrnlover ;Iil-ctaftmotiotl is effected through

beading cha,,ges (turns) . U1lder these ass~lmptiollsa description of the rela–

Live motion can be obtained with only five state variables. One choice of the

five vaziables which is useful in understanding the effect of co[ltrolactions

utilized range, relative bearings, and airspeeds (see Fig. 4-2) . Relative

bearings are meas,,red positi”e clockwise from tilevelocity veCtOr of the air..

craft of iil~eresl.:.The state equations for this choice of variables are:



i =-V2 Cos 62 -Vl Cos 61

81 = ‘2 ‘in ‘2 + ‘1 ‘in 61 -
r

B2 = ‘2 ‘in 82 + ‘1 ‘in 61 -
r

,’ Vl=o

V2=0

(1)

‘1
(2)

‘z (3)

(4)

(5)

where w
1

and wz are the turn rates of aircraft. 1 and aircraft 2 respectively.

Because tk~e five state variables provide a complete description of the.

stateof the dynamic system, any other..quantity which describes the relative

,’..
motion can be written in .tems of these five. Table”A-1 Provides state variable

definitions of certain other quantities, several of whttih“wiIl be mentioned. ~~~

in the text .whi”ch”follows. The crossing ~angle, x,.is the heading difference

measured positive. cloctiise with the heading: of aircraft 1 as reference. Miss.

dikt”a”tice,.m, is a signed.quantity whose magnitude is the.separation. at ~~~~~~

closest approach which would result from rectlin$near flight at current

headings. The sign of miss distance is positive if the range vector rotates

clockwise, negative if it rotates counterclockwise,

Natural (Rectilinear) “Motion
*

The first step in understanding the behavior of the dynamic system

defined above is to understand the properties of relative motion under rec-

tilinear flight (Ml = W2 = O) . Since this mode of flight occurs in the

absence of control inputs, we wilI refer to such motion as natural motion. The— —
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TABLE A-1

VARIOUS RELATIVE MOTION VARIABLES

EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF STATE VARIABLES

(Note y = V~V1)

Variable

Miss distance, m

Crossing angle, x

Time to path
crossing

Range rate

Time to closest
approach

Relative velocity

(speed), V

Tau (-rl~)

Scale
Factor

r

, ,

rlVl

V1

rlVl

‘1

rlVl

tipression

ysin B2 t sin pl

[ 1 t y* + ~cos(pl - P2)11’2

7COSp2 - Cosbl

ycos B* + Cos D1

It y* t 2y Cos(pl - p2)

Ui
‘1 ‘Y* t ~cos(~l -~2)’
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following properties of natural

begin at infinite range and fly

motion apply to an encounter in which aircraft

to closest approach without turning:

Properties of Natural (Rectilinear) Motion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Miss distance and crossing angle are constant.

At closest approach the range rate is zero. (Necessary

stationary condition for a minimum) .

The bearing rate is the same for both aircraft (Equations

2and3withw1=u2= O).

The sign of the miss distance is the same as the sign of the

bearing rate (~1 from equa<iok 2, and m from Table A-1).

Between infinite range and closest approach, bearing changes

by 90°. (Obvious from geometry) .

The bearing rate is small at long ranges and is a maximum at

closest approach (Note that 6 = Vm/r2) .

For zero miss distance trajectories the bearing rate is zero.

Unequal speed aircraft are always in motion relative to one

another, but when equal speed aircraft fly with zero crossing

angle, they are in a unique state for which there is zero

relative velocity.

A graphical procedure for depicting the relationship between various

relative motion quantities may now be introduced. With El and 62 as

ordinate and abscissa respectively, contours of constant value for the quanti-

ties of interest are plotted. Construction of two dimensional plots requires that
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the plotted quantities be normalized in an appropriate manner. Quantities

with units of distance will be normalized to r and quantities with units of

velocity will be )Iormalized to VI. Time units may then be expressed in terms

of rlv,

The essential pr<~perties of natural motion are illustrated in Fig. A-1

,!singthese conventions. Contours of constant crossing :lngl.eare simply

lines of 45° slope. Since x is constant for natural motion (property 1),

all chan),,esi, beari[lgwhich occur as the aircraft fly past each other must

result In the locus of the encounter movitlgat 45° along the appropriate x

contol[r. Contours of constant normalized miss distance, u = m[r, provide

further information concerning the nature of this motion. Fig. A-1 miss

dista,ce c(]nturs for a speed ratio V2/V1 = 1/2 are provided. For finite

miss distanl~es, t~,einitial location of the encounter is near the u = O con-

tour, antitle “1ocus converges at closest approach to either the +1 or -1

co!,tour,depending upon the sign of the miss distance. Note that the he~ring

ch:::gew!ich occurs

always of mag!!it,,de

tours of zc:ro ange

bet!oeen Lhe P = O contou~ and the u = ~ S contour ~s

90° (property 4) . The P = t 1 co:ltours are also con-—

rate” (property 2) . For all points outside these contc)urs,

tilera:lge i.si..reasing. As aircraft pass closest approach the encour>ter

10C1ICScr~ntillues“o move in the same direction until approaching the p = O

co,,t<ur jn the region of positive range rate.
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Fig.A-l. Natural (rectilinear) motion defined with reference to
concours of crossing angle X and nomalized miss distance.



For zero miss distance encounters the motion of the locus is simply a

degenerate case of the motion described above: the encounter locus remains on

the IIP O contour until zero range and then moves 180° to the zero contour

in the region of positive range rate. It should be kept in mind that for

Ilatural lnotionall changes in the mlr value are due Eo changes in the denom-

inator L and that the miss distance m is constant.

~_orced (Turning) Motion

men a ~rcraft tLIrnto avoid collisi.nn tbe forced motion which results

alt.l.s the miss distally.e. A trajectory segment containing a turn may be

, ..
represented in terms of piecewise rectilinear seglnents as shorn in Fig. A-2a.

In a dynamjc sense, the tlciualturn which takes place between B and C is

[oncent,ated into t,~oturn rate impulses whose integrated sum eqllals the

total headi,lg

effect ,,fth:

executing the

change. ~o properly timed turn rate impulses allo~~ the

actual turn to be modeled exactly in the sense that allaircraft

i!npulsive turns arrives at point C at the same time and with the

s:lmehead in+ 1s an aircraft flying the actual curvilinear path. For most pur-

poses a simller representation of the effect of turns may be achieved by

util~zing a single impulsive turn which occurs with time delay

~,t~ tan(Ah/2)
w

(6)

relative tc l.hetime at which the turn actual lY began. This ap{lroximation

(see ”F!g. A- .:b)results in the aircraft arl.flLvingat point C with the proper
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Ah = TOTAL HEADING CHANGE

D
A, DOUBLE IMPULSE:

\

B, SINGLE IMPULSE: D

+

A
B B,

Fig.A-2. Representation of turns in terms of impulsive turn rates.
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heading but delayed somet~hatdue to the

actl!al and representative flight paths.

seconds for tur,lsless than 60°, and if

I
differerice in path length between the

This error is typically less than 2

both aircraft maneuver each is delayed

in a similar fashion so that the net effect on the relative motion tends to

cancel In the examples which follow the single impulse representation will

be .util.ized.

The effect of turn impulses upon the encounter locus in bearing space

is obvious: a turn impulse results in an immediate change in bearing with

magnitude equal to the (integrated) magnitude of the impulse. Bearing is

incre.sed by left turns and decreased by right turns. For plotting purposes

beari~lg change due to for~-edmotion may be distinguished from bearing change

due to natural Ilotionby plotting all naturz$lmotion as movement along lines

of 45° ,;lopeand all forced motion as a sum of displacelllentsparallel to the

61 and 62 axes. Figure A-3 is such a plot of a hypothetical head-on encounter

which is resolved by both aircraft turni’ngright. Since the range cannot

change instantaneously, changes in the mlr ratio which occur under forced

motio$l must correspond to changes in miss distance. In the example the forced

motion between p)ints 2 and 3 results iLI a change in the m/r ratio from -0.20

to -0.82 <Indthus changes the miss distance by a factor of 4.1. The basic

characteristics of the two types of motion used to obtai~> a complete represen-

tati.o,lor relative motion may be summarized as follows:
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p = mlr TC-85(A-3!

START, ~i =-0105

POINT JUST BEFORE TURN IMPULSE, ~2=-o,2

mlNT JUST AFTER TURN IMPULSE,P3’= -0182

CLOSEST APPROACH; :#4. =.. -0.0

INAWRAL MoTlo.N..O...lg
FORCED MOTtON —]

ti
o
Wo
n ● \..,

~~

p=o

Q-
2“” 1 p = -0,2

. “*’”%. ‘=-08 ~~~~
-90 - .’

~ 4 .P,=..,

-180 I 1 I I I I I I I I I
-180 -90 0 90 18C

@2 (DEGREES]
\

AIRCRAFT 1

?

1

Fig.A-3. h encounter

and forced motinn.

plotted as a combination of natural
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Natural Motion Forced Motion

Rectilinear flight Impulsive turn

Time Elapses Instantaneous

Constant Miss Distance Constant Range

Motion at 45° to axes Motion Parallel to axes

Bearing rate increases as range Bearing change equal to
decreases headinE change

p ratio betwee~l two points equal u ratio between two points
to inverse of range ratio equal to miss distance

ratio

‘TallContours
, .,

Tabl[?A-1 provides an expression for unmodified tau (range : range rate)

in ter!llsof state variables. In this form tz~umay be plotted in units of

r/Vi. ‘:hemodified form of tau utilized by the IPC algorithm differs from

uornodified tau only by the factor 1 -

tion ,2). Tl)usin our bearing space

tilesame e>:c:pt that the actual value

D2/r2 where D is a constant (see Sec-

contours of either form of tau are

of tau correspond i~lgto a contour

may differ due to the difference in scale factors. Figures A-4 and A-5

provide tau contours labeled in units of r/Vi. Note that tau is a minimum

at B1=B2 =0, ;,u,dthat the actual value of tau is rather insensitive to bearing

near this l~oint. However tau goes to infinity :JSthe range rate goes to

zero” (at p = ~ 1). In these regions the value of tau is highly sensitive

to be.ari~>g. This sensitivity results in erratic tau transitions when heading

estimates are changing due to track jitter or aircraft acceleratiorls.
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Fig.A-4. Contours of constant tau for 1:2 speed ratio.
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Fig.A-5. Contours of constant tau for 1:1 speed ratio.
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A. 2 Mapping the IPC Horizontal Command Selection Logic

The IPC horizontal co-rid selection logic used one of three selection

rules. These rules may be sumarized as follows :

Rule A: Turn aircraft to “eliminate closure rate.

Rule B: Turn aircraft to increase the existing miss distance.

Rule C: Turn aircraft to reinforce path crossing.

The algorithm flowchart (Ref. 1, page 5-59) specifies the logic which detemines

which rule to apply and which specific turn directions to choose for each

rule. This flowchart uses some 9 variables* to describe the decision to be

made for a given pair of aircraft. Each of”~he,se9 variables can be written

in terms of the five state variables. Each test performed by the algorithm

then corresponds to a decision boundary in the five-dimensional state space.

The plotting conventions adopted earlier can then he used to reduce the many

branch and merge points of the defining flowchart to a decision map in state

space (see Fig. A-6) . If the estimated locus at the time of comand genera-

tion is specified, then the comand directions can be read at a glance. In

the evaluation of algorithm behavior it is convenient to replace the right/

left notati6n with arrows indicating the directions in which bearings are

% forced by the generated comands. Figures A-7 and A-8 provide such graphs for

speed ratios of 1:2 and 1:1.

*
The variables used include crossing angle, miss distance, the product of

range and rate, the hemisphere (right or left) in which the threat is
located, the times to path crossing and the derivatives of miss distance
with heading.
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Fig.A-7. Decision map of IPC horizontal comand
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Fig.A-8. Decision map qf IPC horizontal comand selection logic
for 1:1 speed ratio.
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A .3 APPLICATION OF RELATIVE MOTION ANALYSIS TO IPC HORIZONTAL AVOIDANCE
LOGIC

Statement of Control System Objectives

The control actions required to assure safe separation between aircraft

can now be formulated in terms of the bearing space representation. In order

to avoid collision, the locus of the encounter in bearing space must be forced

away from the u = O contour. If a desired minimm separation, s, i.sdefined,

then a band of bearings centered upon the zero contour between u = -s/r and

P = s/r must be avoided. If resolution is effected while the range is large,

the ratio s/r is small and only a very narrow band around P = O must be
,.,- ,.

avoided. However, as the aircraft approach closer, a larger fraction of

range must be converted to miss and the region of “forbidden bearings” grows.

It should be noted that a system which delays avoidance until the latest

possible time will sometimes require large heading changes to effect the

desired miss. If action is delayed too long the heading change required

to escape the forbidden region will exceed the heading change which can be

effected in the time remaining before closest

achievement of the separation objective is no

% Detrimental Turn Magnitudes

approach. men this occurs

longer possible.

The effect of a given magnitude turn upon the ultimate horizontal

separation at closest approach is a function of all five state variables.

If the objective of tbe turn is to increase the mgnitude of the miss distance*

then it is convenient to define the maneuver effectiveness at a given locus

as the magnitude of the derivative of miss distance with respect to heading.

*
This is the strategy upon which IPC comand selection Rule B is based.
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In l.ermsof the miss distance contours , the effectiveness is related to the

d ~stance between contours along the bearing axis of the aircraft of interest,

For equal speed aircraft (Fig. A-8) , the contours are straight lines of 45°

slope and thus the maneuver effectiveness is the same for both aircraft

at all bearings. However, for a 1:2 speed ratio (Fig. A-7) the contours are

flattened illthe 61 dimension. Because of this the maneuver effectiveness

for the slower aircraft is less than that of the faster. In fact the effec-

tiveness of maneuvers by the slower aircraft is at best 1/2 that of the faster

(ie. equal to tl]espeed ratio) . At worse the effectiveIless for the slower

is zero (see disrance discussion b616w) . The slower aircraft is thus somet~hat

at the mer{:yof the faster i.nthat any avoidance maneuver which he undertakes

can be cat)cell.edby smaller heading changes of the faster . In the IPC context

thj.s f,~ctis most significant when a slower aircraft is attempting to avoid a

f:lste),Inc.]mallded(IFR or ArCRBS) aircraft. Si.lchcancellation is evident in

Exam~~le 10 of Appendix C.

The effectiveness varies with the bearing locus. At thclseloci for

which the miss dis~a[lce contours are parallel to the 62 axis, the maneuver

effectiveness is zero. These loci are stationary points for miss distance with

respect to 6
2

and correspond to headings of either local maximum or local

minimltlllmiss Tileexistence of headings of maxi.munlnlisshas significant

imp I.icationsfol-collision avoidance. If an aircraft is flying at a heading

of maximum miss then any perturbation of its heading will decrease miss.

I



Furthermore, if the magnitude of avoidance mneuvers are

maneuver which is initially beneficial may overshoot the

and result in decreased miss.

When the slower aircraft is within 30° of nose-on with

faster aircraft (-30° < 6, < 30°) there are two values of 8

not well controlled, a

optimum miss heading

respect to the

for which the miss

distance is zero. For loci located near the concave side of the u = O

contour, the collision headings bracket the encounter locus in a way that

severely restricts the miss distance which can be achieved without crossing

the p = O contour. Crossing this contour is undesirable due to the pos-

sibility of detrimental results (see 4.4.1) ma recovery hazards (see 4.4.4) .

Another point which is closely related to those above is that the slower

aircraft is often limited in the fraction of the current range which can be

converted to miss. This can be deduced from the miss distance contours

by noting that for -60° < 6, < 60° perturbation of 62 alone cannot dis-

place the locus through the p = ~ 1 contours. In fact, if B1 = O,,the

maximum possible u valtie is less than O.5. On the other hand, the faster

aircraft can reach p = ~ 1 regardless of the value of 62.

Rule A Strategy

*
Comand selection Rule A attempts to decrease the

by turning each aircraft away from the other. In many

closure rate to zero

situations there is

no turn which simultaneously decreases CIOSUre rate and increases miss dis-

tance (see Fig. A-9 for example) . Then the goal of command selection Rule B

(increasing projected miss distance) must be opposed in attempting to apply

.i
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APPROACH

.

TO DECREASE
CLOSURE RATE

Fig.A-(l. Encounter in which tllrnby aircraft 2 to decrease
closl(re rate reduces existing miss distance.
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Rule A. Figure

Rule A commands

A-10 indicates the regions in which the IPC algorithm issues

for which at least one aircraft is turned in a way that

decreases the existing miss distance. This opposition may be acceptable if

the range rate can be decreased to zero while an acceptable separation still

exists - in that case the projected values of miss are irrelevant since the

aircraft never proceeded to that closest approach. However a

outcome can arise in several way. If the aircraft is able to

to a limited extent only* the aircraft WY turn far enough to

to zero without eliminating the closure rate. In such a case

less acceptable

obey the comand

drive the miss

the comand

has merely turned the aircraft to a collision,.eq.urse. bother consideration

is closely related to the observation that bearing changes by the slower

cannot always force the locus through the p = ~ 1 contours. This is equiva-

lent to saying that in such cases the slower aircraft cannot force the

closure rate to zero no rotter how far it turns. In this situation the

Rule A objective

is critical.

%

*
The IPC concept

ticable if their
Section 2.1).

is unachievable and the effect of the

requires that pilots obey comnds
freedom is limited by factors such

to

as

turn on miss distance

the extent prac-
clouds, etc. (see
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Fig.A-10. Regions in which IPC algoritb comands at least one
aircraft to turn in direction which reduces existing miss.
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APPENDIX B

PILOT REPLIES TO POST-FLIGHT QUESTIONNAIRES

At the conclusion of the mission debriefing session each

was asked to complete a questionnaire summarizing his overall

the IPC system.

subject pilot

impression of

Pilot responses to questions asked on these questionnaires are tabulated

below. Forty-five compleeed questionnaires were available for.analysis. No ~~~

answers *7ere suggested to piltits..-only a bla”nk space was left for.their re-

ply. Thus the”absence of a particular comen.t..need not.imply that a pilot .::

would not agree with it,.but may mean that the particular cement simply did
,,.,

not occur to him. Ifa pilot listed more than one item each reply is tabulated.

1. QUESTION : What featuse didyou like best about ..theIPC””system?

.1.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

PwI .-.lS..pilots

Comands when traffic..mseen. - 6 pilots

Levelsof urgency (OPWI, FPWI, comands) - 4pilots

Threat altitude information inherent in above/below/co-

altit~ldePWI lights - 3 pilots

Aural alarm - 3 pilots

Simplicity - 3 pilots

Comands - 3 pilots

Operational benefits - 2 pilots

Horizontal comands - 1 pilot
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P.

q.

r.

s.

t.

u.

v.

w.

Abruptness - 1 pilot

Comands too early -

PWI lag - 1 pilot

1 pilot

Multiple comands - 1 pilot

Anticipated cost of avionics - 1 pilot

DtiS light on

Searching for

Difficulty of

display was disturbing - 1 pilot

PWI traffic approaching from rear - 1 pilot

distinguishing three PWI lights in same sector

- 1 pilot

me annoyance level of the pilot,.acknowledgement feature is reflected

.
in the 8 responses which.mentioned this feature. Pilot resistance to

commands when visual avoidance in adequate is a major factor in the 14

responses under c, d, g, and j.

3. QUESTION: What improvement,

to the IPC system?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

if any, would you recomend be made

Change acknowledgement feature - 18

Shield display from sun - 14 pilots

Provide range of threat - 9 pilots

Provide track of threat - 9 pilots

Reduce ambiguity of co-altitude PWI

Make comands optional after visual

Make the 3 PWI lights in sector more

Provide rate of closure - 5 pilots

)ilots

- 6 pilots

Acquisition - 6 pilots

distinguishable - 5 pilots
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j. Negative commnds - 1 pilot

k. Unobtrusive when not needed - 1 pilot

1. Display location in cockpit - 1 pilot

The positive response to PW1 is striking (21 responses under a and d).

It should be noted that of the 9 responses which favorably mentioned positive

comands (b and g) , 6 were specifically qualified with the condition “when

traffic unseen”.

2. QUESTION: What features did you like least about the IPC system?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

“h,

i.

j.

k.

1.

m,

n.

0.

Pilot acknowledgement - 8 pilots

NOt reliable in all situations .(~..g., against nOn-MOde c,

multiple aircraft) - 7 pilots

Ground assumes control of aircraft - 5 pilots

Unnecessary commnds - 4 pilots

Insufficient PWI information - 4 pilots

Display brightness not proper - 4 pilots

Commnds when visual separation possible - 3 pilots

Encourages pilot laxity and decreased vigilance - 3 pilots

Comands on too long - 3 pilots

Comands force pilot to lose sight of traffic - 2 pilots

Insufficient aural alarm - 2 pilots

Obtrusive aural alarm - 2 pilots

Insufficient PWI warning time - 2 pilots

Multiple comands - 1 pilot

Difficulty in course recovery - 1 pilot
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i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n.

o.

e.

q.

r.

s.

t.

u.

v.

w.

Eliminate red “X” accompanying positive comand - 5 pilots

Provide manual control over audio alarm volume and/Or display

brightness - 5 pilots

Redesign display - 4 pilots

Provide read-out of relative bearing - 3 pilots

Change display location on instrment. panel - 3 pilots

Eliminate premture

Provide information

Reduce system lag -

comands - 2 pilots

on threat’s equipment - 2 pilots

2 pilots

Consider VFR rules of the road in
,,--.

Make system less conservative - 1

Relocate “yes” button - 1 pilot

selecting comands - 2 pilots

pilot

Make negative comands less

Provide more time for pilot

- 1 pilot

Provide more information on

conservative - 1 pilot

to resolve before comands

threat - 1 pilot

Provide information on threat speed - 1 pilot

Given the pilot’s limited knowledge of the design of the IPC system,

it is not surprising that many suggestions for improvements concerned

minor details of the display hardware (e.g., “shield display frOm sun”).

The desi”re for more information on the threat is evident in 36 responses

(c,d,e,h,l,o,v, and w).
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APPENDIX C

FLIGHT-TEST ENCO~TER EWLES

Appendix C ,ontains data from actual flight test encounters which

serve as ex;lmplc.s of particular phenomena discussed in the text. This

Appendix sh[~uldnot be viewed as a stat:fstically balanced sample of the

flight.test dat~lbase. In particular, since examples were usually chosen

to il.lust.ratealgorithm defects which this report recommends be corrected,

they contai!>a disproportionate number of resolution failures. In many

cases in which numerous examples of a particular phenomena exist, only a

sirlgleexaniplewhich most clearly indicates the issue at hand was selected

for incl.tlsjonhere. In some cases an encounter was included because it

illustrated more than one point.
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U...mma”ded lFR Aircraft
Begin. Dasce”t Which G=ncela
EffeCtOf COmmfimd to VFR (4.3)

~

. .
:

w \
\:,

~\.:\
\\”. ./

“ \
N .. :~’
\ ,2

\ \’
, ,,. \

~ .. .VFR forceddew” 1000 feet
before c.mma”d iss.odt. lFR [4.7.2)

Y;\<<<L?

,,, ., ,,0., ,0, .0 3)0.0 315.0 320.,
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De, cend COmma”d t.
DABS AircraftResult. ,\
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RCFEREP

9,0

8,0

7,

6.0

so

/

FASTEK
ITINEMT

ATCRBS r

WRN BY ATCssS

DRIVES Miss

THROUGH ZERO

-36.0 -35,0 .3+,0 -33.0 .%.0 -31.0
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IPC A
REFER

-23.0o

-23.50

-2?00

-2,,53

-25.00

-25,50

-26.00

‘~
E EVENT POSCMD=l Al SCAN 317. MD=-2403.1 xANG= .1 0.59 L = 300.0

!

+

121

1

P
,..Left tirn, issued to slower

~>> /
DABS aircraft,docreasenmiss (4.4.1)

‘k ;
h
As

y?
\

/

At the The Command Issued,
Either Direction for DAB552
was Detrimental

>AB552

Turn i“

00 -3q.50 -3q.00 -33.50 -33.00 -32.5.0 -32.00 -31.50

x NM1

mlSS 1-q OV-l V &u GuST, 1915 DRONE DfiBl O1 lNT ATCRBS
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0270,

80,0.

/
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1
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~
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. . . . . .
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:
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lPc a
REFER

-11,0

‘13.0

-1*. O

-15.0

-16.0

OITHR VEiSIOM ❑ 907 LTAC-4 ST 10 +5 36 ET 10 *8 16 2
E EVENT PO SCBD=l RT SC*N 689, RD= XhNG= !51 .06 &LT= 658.1

IFR Interceptor

+

+

\

1

Stib]ect objected ti tire which forced
hk to bank ‘belly-up!! to the threat
thus premnting VISU1 contack
Excessive tirn prolonged encounter (4.4. 1

J

,,’1,,, ,“,
‘+

F“

$,, ‘“ hB1O1

Course recovery prduced
second series of
commands (4. 4. 4) f

-40.0 -39.0 -38. ( -31. O ~36.0 -35.0 -3*. O

K NM!

mlSS I*-101S M&V, 1976 DRONE DAB1OI lNT 0AB505
+ +

.
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685.0 690.0 695.0 100. O 705.0 7,00 117.0

SC”M C,”,T

IPC *LGORITH” wEBSION = +01 LT6C-+
c,,” = 36,0.2,, c?,, = ,,,.,,8
CP” 0, SC”, 7,, 5CP” = $167 .,:: RSCP”” = ,690., T, 5CP.V = ,6,,6,9

,,, ,,”,” . , ,, = ,“,505
“c, TR”C” = 2 1, = ,,,,,, ,,,
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RIFE I

1+ 0

11.0

1? 9

~lTHM VFR;1ON = 501 L1hC-5 51 10 3! 9 El 10 39 9 z

: FvEN1 P05CMq=l Al SC&N 61. MD= 115q.1 xhNG= 11+.~5 ALT= 27?.0

h

‘\,

+ ~~

Secend collision bzard produces

ry

macond sequenceofcommande

I

k

101

....-,

Excessive tirn b
Wrong tir. direction for ~R

603’0

11.0

10.0

-1! ,> .!-” -9.9 -8. o -1.0 . -60

, N“!

m!ss !;-123”-!2

+

&

+
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lPr. t
REFER

11. ~

10.0

9,0

8.0

1.0

6.0

5.0

IITHM VER51OM = 907 LTAC-+ ST 12 12 36 ET 12 1* 39 2+
; EVENT P05C~Dz1 hT SCAN 1398, MD= 808.7 XfiNG= 5.31 &LT= )116

\

552

l*DOn@tTurn Leftti Command
rohibits Safe ~rn, A220wa Hazardous Turn

(4.4.2)

(* ~
Right tirn d.creases mien

/

,,Turn Left,, command would Turn
Turn Aircraft Toward Collision M

Obeyed

.,3? .!:. -11.o -100 -9.0 -8.0 -7,0

+
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+ lPC h
REFER

13.50

12,75

12.50

12.25

12.00

z
.

.

OITHM vERS:ON = 201 LThC-2 ST12216ET 1225+ 1

E EVENT POSCMD=I fiT SCfi# 1633. ~D= ‘137.5 X&NO= 1,63 8L1= 253.1

r“’”’

.

! .s

% 1
&B505

Both Aircraft ISe“ed Left

1

Turn Gomman6s in Tail-Chase

$“””

Si”tiatiOD(4.4)

c

\“
\
1
\
,/,

-

-5.00 -q.15 -4.50 -4.25 -4.00 \ -3.75 -3.50

\

K NM1

MISS 12-62s-11

+

+
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,,”” “ERS!ON = 201 L1#c-2 $, ,, 2 ,, CT ,Z ,;, {: “L,= ~;:, *
,“!,7 Post”,=, “T SC”N !6,, . ,,= -,3, .$ x“”,=

,
,6,,., ),,, ,0 ,6,2” ,,1!0 163,.0 )635.0 !636.0 Ib3,. O !6,$.0 ,*,q O

+

. .

=

$caNCOUNT
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Iic I
REFEF

11.50

11.00

10.50

10.00

9.50

9.00

/

8.50

8.00

llTHn VERS1ON = 8 LIAC-1 :’”S1 11 26 12 E? 11 27 52
2

: EVENT PO SCNO=l AT SCAN 1185. MO= 2003, 1 XhNG= 9+,3S hLT= 3.1

.Turns Begin Before
mI Received

l,”
-39.00 -38.50 -38.00 -37.50 ~31. oo -36.50 :36.00 -35.50

x Nml
mlSS 6-28-13

+

I21O

+
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1,50

7.0.0

6.50

b .00

5,50

5.00.

10ITHi VERS1ON = 8 LT&C-1 ST I11812ET1120T
2

E EVENT POSCMO=l AT SCAN 3+5. RO= 1809.7 ,X6NG= 151.17 bLT= 101.3
*.,.

1-

-%

%
~\
~\

t,~u ~~ Left++.
Commz.d Tnrns Aircraft

Toward Threat

~\
Turn initiated BOfOre

WI
‘\

36,50 -36.99 -35.50 -33,00 -39.50 -3+.00 -33.50 -33.00

x NM1

+

+
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[PC “LGROIT”n VER51OU = 8 LThc-1 ST !1 18 12 El 11,; ;,,: ,,,= ,.,,, * +
R, FE, [NCE [VS,T ,0s,”,:! mr 5cnN 3.5, .0= 1809.1 XA*G=

60,0,

57,0.

5,00

><<5—

,,,0

, ifl

--

$00,. -
. Y“.-

~k.- , <

.,,,.

“500.

,350 I.. o 3<5.0 350. o ,55, j~oO
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lPC (
REFEP

7.00

6.50

6.00

5.50

5.00

+.50

?,00

3,50

~lTHn VERS1ON = 502 LThC-5 ST 1* *2 *5 .ET 1+ qq 22 2
, EVENT PO SCRD=l 81 SChN 682. MD=-Z209.8 X&N6= 17*.10 ALT= 187.0

+

150

-32.00 -37,50 -31,00 -36.50 -36.00 -35.50 -35.00 -3~.50 -39.00

x NM1

MISS 15-136D JbNU&RV, 1977 DRONE DAB552 lNT hlCRBS
+
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6000.

5150.

5500.

,250.

~
.
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+ lPC a
REFER

11,50

:

. 11.00

ST

9.50

9.00

8.50

8.00

1.50

>
100

4

OITHM vERS1ON = 8 LThC-i ST 11 5T 31 El 11 59 2+

E EVENT PO SCMO=l al SC&N 1957, MD= 189q.8 xfiNG=

i

“/1
1

,.- . .

_ Lead AircraftBegins hft
Turn Which isOp~sed By
Command (4.5)

‘%
I

“~- ~

SecondCrossing Of ~th
Of Overtaking Aircraft

!8
-12.00 -1150 -11.00 -10,50 -1 ,00 -9.50 -9.00 -0.50 -8.00

x Nmr

MISS MV& fiuGuS1, 1915 ORONE 040552 lNT ATCR85

Late r

+
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,00,.

5500,

52,0.

5000.

,,,0.0 ,“.,2 1,10.0 ,,15.0 ~~~ 1+80.0 !?15.0
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+ IPC m
nEFER

21,25

21.00

20,15

20,50

19.15

19.50

19.25

E
.

> 19.00

4 . ..

OIIHR VERS1OM = ST12091E1121+6
E EVENT MEG Cno a! Sii:ci; zl ..9❑D=-*208 xnN6=

2 +

+*.5* hLT= +35,6

~~ T*rn be gins at approximately
- m-time lZ o’clock OPWI aPPears ~B352

x Nml

~lSS 7-qq SEPTEMBER, 1915 DRONE DAD552 lNT 0hB505

“ (Rule C)
ht tir” i~

+
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,500.

5250,

5000.
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“\
.

,7,0.0 1122.5 1125.0 1727.5 1130. Q 1132. s

SC6N ,0”,1

+

,

\

-. ..

\

t.chL80R11H.vEBS1OM = 8 L1fiC-l
Cthm = ,8+6. !09 CP8V = 19.203
CP” OM SC,. !73, $CP& = +8,3 .0;;, SCP8H = 48,6.109 SC?”V = +05 .055

*C I TRACK . 1 ID = DM8601
*c2 TRACK = 1 ID = 0*B552 VFR

s,,, *CI ,CZ POS TN nhM6, UD T, RZ VI Vmo DOT ‘cRD ‘nc
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+ I?c ALGR017Hn VEn SION = q08 LT&C.+ ST 15 39 96 ET 15 91 ~2 2

REFERENCE EVENT POSCMD=I &l 5C&N 158, ~D: 1523,0 X&NG= 88,35 &LT= 1020.1
<

UNPLANNED ENCOUNTER (Itinerant ATCRBS
aircraft)

2.0

1.0

L 1211

Left t!,rn(Rule A) fails to

eliminate closure rate; comand /
turns aircraft to,fard3D
collision p.i”t ,,:-

Command reversal - ‘&r. right!’.
Command would have tir”ed aircraf!
toward threat; pilot refused.

F,aster descending
ATCRBS

0.0

>

-35.0 -,” 0 -33.0 -32.0 -31.0 -m.0 -?9.0

+
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+ !Pc n
REFER

3,00

z

00

50

1,00

0.50

0,0

-0.50

1

-1.00

>
-150

iTHn vERS1ON = +06 LTAC-~
7+

ST 10 II I ET IO 13 27
EvEN1 POSCMDZI hT SCbN 1~0. ~D=-E 693,3 XfiNG= 8i .18 hLT= 275.1

I

IFB Has NO Message .VFR ~,as
Negative Comma nd,IFR Begins

/ T.r.

I

b

~ \“. . 1
Simulti.oeous Double Commanda

‘+:” TO IFR ‘!Turn LeftAnd Descend”

[ ‘k- 1

c~mtiands Turned Aircraft Into Each ~her

~
-19.50 -).-,, -!.50 -Ie.oo -17.50 -17.00
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“50,,
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““ “,, S,0, = “06 LT”G-9 51 10 !1 1 ET 10j;,:;,,,=,,,,, ‘
,“&NT ?OSC”D=l ,T SC*N !,0. “0=-26, S.3 xANG=

\

. . .
SSs,

\’

+
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~ITHm VERSION = 502 L1&C-5 S1 12 59 qb ET 13 1 +1 2.

EvENT P@5CflD=l fil 5C&N 959. mO= 181.3 XRNG= I1O.4O hLT= 395.3

Two Missing Target Remrta

‘FR Receiving Negative Command
r

Before ‘PWI, IFR aircraft c~.ges
course and induces ~zard.

-?, ,: -$. . , .,9, $ .?p,, -?1.9 -?9.9 -290 -789 -?10

+

~

B55?
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+ lPC
~EFEl

9,0

.

8.0

7.0

z.
>

6.0

10ITHn VERS1ON = ?07 LTRC-4 ST :0 42 58 ET 10 ++ +* 2
:E EVENT PO SCMO=l 41 SChN 1.30. MO=-15 &5.0 X&NO= 31.38 ALT= 20~.5

-!*. O -13.0 -12.0 -11.0 -10.0 -9.0

x Nfll

nlss 1*-90 V-03

+
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+ lPC &
REFER

9.00
<
.

1.00

6.50

6,00

5.50

5.00

OITHR VERSION = 502 LThC-5 ST 10 36 50 ET 10 38 26 2+
E EVENTPOSCmO=lMl SCAM *6*, nO= 2535.3 xfiM6= 93,01 &LT= 91.5

[

/

Des ce nd Command Continued Despite
Adequate Horizontal Miss Distance

/

B505

-13.00 -12.50 -12.00 -11.50 -11.00 -10.50 -10.00 -9. s0 .-9,00 -,,50

x NM I

mlSS 15-130v OEC. 9, 1916 oRONE DAB101 lNT DhB505
+
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+ 1P, b,
,FFFR$

!l .0,)

in.50

10.00

9.50

+

1“

‘\

‘rrf
..~-

SeqUenCe of cmnds:
Turn Left
Don’t Turn Ltit
Turn Ri@t
Don’t Turn Right
Turn Left

.: .,,. . .,, -t~,55 -10.90 -9.50 -9.90

.: ::.:=-: :-,-:,

+
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?0

8.0

10

OIIMfl vERSION: 502 LIAC-5 ST 1! 2T 13 E, 11 ;;,:; ,L,= ,3,3 7
E EvENT P@SCMO:) &T SCON 150. .0=-1299.1 xnNG=

Bah505

+

#k,

i Pilot attempts recovery when

1~
commanda droppd and 6 otclock
PWI remains (4.4.4)

<

>7

P Late Commands (4.5)

7\.

-110 -1~.~ -9.0 -8. o -70 ‘6? ’50

x Nnl

“1SS 15-12,V-10
+
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!Pt &l

REFER

-16,50

-17.00

-17.50

-18.00

-18.50

-19.00

.19.50

-?0.00

)lTMMVERS1ON= *O8 LTAC-4 ST 10 36 *2 ET 10 38 39 2

: EVENT ?D5CMD=I AT SChN 187. MO= ‘675.3 KbNG= 11.01 &LT= 1940
(

pWI-OtilY encounte,

(Commands not displayed to pilot)

/

AB552

1’ SUB~CTA~CRAFT

+

Subjpct,tirns to Pse in front
of faster aircraft. Maneunr
decreased existing m”iss (5.2.2)

P

*

DABS INTRUDER AIRCRAFT

+

,850

-27.50 -?. $. -26.50 -26.00 -25.50 -25.00 -29.50 -29.00

+
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+ IPc n
REFER

-550

-7,00

-7.50

.8 00

-850

O1.l Hn VERS1ON z +01 LT&C-W ST 11 10 37 El 11 12 33 2

F EVENT POSCMD=l hT SCAN 969, MO= qb1,3 XhNG= 9.11 ALT= 1+!.0

{d

Pilot Turns Right TO

Subject Vieual

/’ Subject Pilot

-+2,50 -“? ~~ -!1,50 -41.00 -40,50 -*O,00 -19.50 -39,00

x NM]

,
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,0000.

,,50.

.

,5,0,

,259.

9,00.

8150.
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+ lPC n
REFER

-8.00

-8.50

-9.00

-9,50

-10.00

-10.50

-1! .00

z -11.50
z
>

DITHm VERS1ON = 9 LTaC-1 ST11651ET 11893
2

E EVENT PO SCMD=l &l SChN 8q0. MD= -50. fi XfiNG= 3.11 ALT: 345. +
.

7Interceptor
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-8,50

-9,00

-? .50

-1000

-10.50

-! 1.00

-11.50

21THM vERS1ON = 201 LTAC-2 ST105925ET II 1 1
2

t EvENT POSCMO=l hl SCbN 733. MO= 23~q .x XbNG= 32.+0 &LT: 58*.7

\’

1

.’A.’

.“

ABl Ol

+

Interceptor ,/

4

J
0505

*5.00 -.” 69 -9*,00 -43,50 -~3. oo --2.50 -~z. oo -*I .50

x Mm!

.lsS 12-62s-04 +
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5750

smbJ.ct Co”tiO”ed To Cltib With
fl~ Traffic Idica*d Abou Until
~.ceipt ofDe,ced Co_*od.

d<-

:A.6nbje:::~

/k’.
+

Subj.ctExeat,mgN.rm,1climb
with WI A“d No Vib”ti. (5. 3.1)

60!

,,, ,, 7,7, ! 730,0 7,2.5 ,3, .0 737., 740.0 ,+2.5 7“50

SC*W c,”,,

+
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+ lPC ‘n
REFER

8,50

T
o

.:
m.

y: 8,25

~:

~:

%:
Wc 800

g

7.15

1.50

1.25

1.00

6.75

:
.
.

~lTHM’ vERS1ON = 8 LTbC-1 ST!1553ET 11650 2

, EVENT POSCmD=l hT SChN 502. MD=-1895 .3 xANG= 90.60 ALT= 363.1

PWI Indication & Subsequent Command Not

\)\

Intiitim TO Pibt

5L .’

? I

$ ..
/ ‘“”

/

/

\>\=* \
7

A

/ k
Subject Cotiused By Command TO
Turn Toward 11 o$cl~.k pwI \

3601

Interceptor

1,’
t

-38.25 -38.00 -a T,75 -37.50 -31.25 -31.00 -3b.75 -36.50

X NM1

nlss 6-355-0+

+

+

01

+
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+ rPc R
REFER

-21.50

-21.15

-22.00

-22,25

-22.50

-22.75

-23.00

-23.25

-23.50

-23.15

~lTHM VERSION ❑ 8 LTfiC-1 ST 10 39 15 ET 10 qO 19 2+
: EVENT NEG CmD AT SCfiN 620. mD= ~06?.5 XANG= 78.21 fiLT= 295.5

i

..s.

f

\

Subject believed 8ystem had

wlfunctioned when he received
~ ~,,loc~ PWI and “Don’t

~“.n ri~ht” comand ,.- .,

~~ y /

/

\ABlol
Subject pilot

/ # Interceptor

-3q.00 -33.15 -33.50 -33.25 -33.00 -32,15 -3?.50 -32.25 -32.00 -31.75

,

+

x NM1

f11s5 6-395-09
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+ lPC hL IITHM vERS1ON = 8 LThC- 1 S1 10 21 52 ET IQ 23 30
z

REFERE
-12.00

EVENT POSC~O=l hl SCAN 389. MD= 1280.2 X6NG= 50.79 bLT= 401.0

‘/

&B6dl

2

.s
* ! -,2,50

.

Y;

~.~

<0
X2 -13.00

~~

-13.50

-1*.00

-1*.50

\

&B1O1

Subject Pilot

k Subject pilot refused to tirn since
p .“banki. g would ban inte rfe red wit]

visual contact.

~
forced to tirn

Interceptor was
30°.

/

~~

Existing miss dis~nce wa8 drimn

-32,50 -32.00 -~1 .50 -31..00 -30.50 -30.00 -29.50

x NM!

“,55 7-50S-01

+

.

+

.
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lPC hL
REFERE

-11.00

-11.50

-12.00

-12.50

-13.00

-13.50

-1?.00

.1? .50
:
*
>

2

,7”” VERS1ON = 309 LTbC-3 ST 10 26 21 ~T 10 28 30
EVENT POSCMD=l fiT5ChN 252. MD= -381.5 XhNG= 105.29 ~L1=

10.6

~

IT Subject Felt ItMore Imwr~nt TO Ma~n=ia
~ Visual COnta& Than TO Maneuver. He, Refased

Ii Climb As Being TOO ht. To Be Effecttve.

\

T ,,Tu=~ Lefttf
Subject

6

nB505
ffy .-,

/

[
4
A
f. \

\

, \.

-33.50 -33.00 ‘,7 ‘~ -32.00 -31.50 -31.00 -30. 0 -30.00 -29.30

+

x Mm!

m,$s ,3-75S-02

+

+

..

>
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+ lPC n
REFER

g -1050

%$

-12.00

-12,50

-13.00

-13.50

-1?00

JITHR VERSION = 201 LThC-2 ST 10 29 19 ET 10 31 27 1

: EVENT POSCMO=l hT SCfi~nn~~Y MD= 307.6 XhMG= 88.17 ALT= q98.9
/8 e

~ SUBJECT ~LOT

r.
r

r
Subject retised right tirn command

1

(did notwant to lose sight of threat).
Refused descend command (thought it too
kteto affect separation).

*$Turn right’t /
Test Pilot

y

hB505
/>,

144

V*
}\/* J

+

-33.00 -~z.co -32.00 -31.50 -31.00 -30,50. -30.00 -29.50 -29.00

x N~l

rnfss 12-65s-02
+ ‘“ +
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17HUVE8S1ON: 20! L1,C-1 51 1029 !9 ET 10;~,;;,LT= ,,,., *
,“,NT,05,,,:,“, S,,” Z,”.“,= 30T.6x“N6=

.Y

, ‘.h

/
, “i

+
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lPC I
REFE1

12.00

11.50

11.00

10.50

10,00

9.50

9.00

8.50

800

.

7.50

~lTMM vER51ON = 306 LTAC-3 ST 11 38 19 ET 11 90 +1 2
: EVENT PO SCmD=l &l SCAN 1033. MD= 216. q XANG= 198,05 kL1= 9q9.5

$;y:fig~~:c~~. “~~ ~~; to

0552

\

respo,,ded to addition’ of descend
co-rid, b“t failed to note that
horizontal co-”d had bee” reversed.

Subj. ct

T Left

I ,
-!2.00 -! 1.50 -1100 -10.50 -10.00 -9.50 -9.00 -3,50 -8.00 -1,50

x Nml

mlSS 13-70 v-12

+

IB50

+

,,

,“

.$

.
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,250.

30,0.

,,,0.

2,00.

2,50

2,00.

,750
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!02s.0 t“?” O !035.0 1040.0 !O~5. O ,050.0 10$5.0
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+
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5.00

q,50

?.00

3.50
:
.

>

!OITHM VERS1ON = 312 LT&C-3 ST1155ET 11650 2+
E EVENT POSCMD=l al SCAN 51+. ~0= 808.0 XhNG= 96,10 ALT: 48).8

4

hit
/fl.F””

i“,J~~-
/4 s

Right & Climb

/

b’ c

bB552

\

I

Right & Descend
– tbje ct pilot , ,;.

,

Command reversed after tio scans
by IFR/VFR logic (4.7. 2). Subject

\/

refused to follow reversed command
which would have carrtid bim toward
threat.

IFR Aircraft Receives Only TWO
Scans Of OPWI Before Double

d

poaiti~ commands (4.7.2)

Y
.

&B505

IFR

-3*.50 .2. .90 -33.50 -33.00 -3e.50 -32.00 -31,50

b.’

.,*

x NM1

MISS 1?-885 -06

+ ~~ +

‘.
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